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Tfie 
good 
morning BG News weather  Cloudy and warm today with a chance of thun- derstorms. High in the upper 60s. Increasing cloudiness tonight. Low in the low 50s. 
Friday Bowling Green State University December 3, 1982 
Founders, Rodgers may become co-ed 
by Mary Jo McVay 
staff reporter 
Founders and Rodgers Quadran- 
gles may become co-educational liv- 
ing units next year, according to 
William Lanning, area two director of 
Residence Life. 
"If there isn't a large monetary 
expense, it will probably go through 
this year," Lanning said. 
Mary Hummel, complex coordina- 
tor for Founders, said a committee 
was formed at the end of October to 
determine the most feasible way to 
make Founders co-educational. 
It has been meeting since that time 
to compare ideas, she added. 
The committee consists of mem- 
bers of Founders' staff and hall coun- 
cil. 
According to Hummel, the commit- 
tee looked at the situation from a 
number of perspectives. Among them 
were security, parents' view of the 
building, student privacy, program- 
ming and staffing patterns. 
"WHAT WE did first of all was look 
at the pros and cons to making Found- 
ers coed and at coed halls in general," 
she said. "Then we looked at the 
possible ways for the building to be 
coed, from the most ridiculous to the 
most feasible. We then made a recom- 
mendation of the three best ways, in 
our opinion, to make Founders coed." 
The committee is proposing to 
make the quad coed by floors, Hum- 
mel said. Men would be housed on the 
ground floor for security purposes, 
she added. Each floor would alternate 
between men and women through the 
rest of the building. 
Lanning said a similar committee 
was formed in Rodgers with compa- 
rable results. This committee identi- 
fied a few problems, he added. 
"Its proposal is not to use ground 
floor (tor women) and to make the 
building coed floor-by-floor," Lanning 
said. 
It also recommended that no 
women be put on first or second floor 
(of the south wing) because these 
floors have extremely small bath- 
room facilities, according to Lanning. 
"THEY (the committee) felt 
women needed more room than 
men," he added. 
A decision about whether to change 
the sex composition in the buildings 
will be made sometime early next 
semester, Lanning said. However, 
final arrangements will not be deter- 
mined until a later date. 
A committee consisting of Lan- 
ning; Barb Keller, area one director 
of Residence Life; and Fayetta Paul- 
sen, assistant vice provost for Resi- 
dence Life, will be making a 
recommendation to President Paul 
Olscamp, Lanning added. 
"We want to get it publicized as 
soon as possible in case there's any 
bad feelings," Lanning added. "We 
want to touch all bases. It might go 
clear through to the Board of Trust- 
ees." 
The possibility of making the build- 
ings coed came about three years ago 
when the staffs of Founders and 
Rodgers did a survey suggesting the 
living arrangement, Lanning said. 
Both buildings got very positive feed- 
back from the residents, he added. 
Hummel said she believes the coed 
living arrangement would be a posi- 
tive experience for the residents of 
the buildings involved. 
"THE BENEFITS of coed living 
outweigh those of a single-sex hall." 
Hummel said research and litera- 
ture show that "men and women tend 
to live in a more natural environ- 
ment." 
Security will be much better be- 
cause Founders will not "be a target 
with all these freshmen women as 
residents," she added. Over 90 per- 
cent of the residents of the building 
are presently freshmen. 
Lanning said that he expects oppo- 
sition to the proposal. 
"In Rodgers, some of the guvs 
don't want to see women in the build- 
ing," he said. "I'm sure the same 
thing is true of Founders, though." 
"I think we won't have any prob- 
lem getting men in Founders but I'm 
not so sure that women will want to 
live in Rodgers" because of damages, 
Lanning said. 
The amount of damage done to the 
buildings is expected to decrease in 
Rodgers with the addition of female 
residents and increase in Founders 
with the presence of male residents. 
Video music channel, 
MTV, at Wood Cable 
photo by Casey Klley 
Fine Arts Michael  Zigmond.  a  junior fine  arts  major,  painls  an  assignment   for  his  begining   painting  class.  Zigmond  puts  the finishing shadows the artwork. 
by Jim Nawrocki 
reporter 
M-TV, "the world's first video-mu- 
sic channel," has arrived in Bowling 
Green. While the younger set has 
found delight in the opportunity to 
watch as well as listen to their favor- 
ite musical performers, there are 
others who are somewhat skeptical of 
the value of the televison innovation. 
Roger Wise, president of Wood TV 
("ablevision, received several letters 
of complaint from Bowling Green 
residents after Wood Cable an- 
nounced its decision to include M-TV 
in its programming. 
"The main complaint is that the 
music is too loud, too suggestive, 
perhaps lewd and that it promotes 
behavior that is delinquent," Wise 
said. 
According to Wise, Wood Cable 
decided to carry M-TV after they had 
received numerous letters and per- 
sonal requests from students who 
asked that M-TV be included in the 
Wood Cable channel selection. 
Man's heart transplant successful 
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - A polyu- 
rethane pump began softly clicking 
Thursday in the chest of a tough- 
willed retired dentist who became the 
first human to receive a permanent 
artificial heart. 
Barney B. Clark, 61, opened his 
eyes hours after part of his diseased 
heart was removed and the plastic 
heart was implanted, but later he was 
kept heavily sedated and unconscious 
to prevent any movement that might 
open his stitches. 
"Mechanically, it's entirely a suc- 
cess now," said Dr. Chase Peterson, 
vice president for health sciences at 
the University of Utah Medical Cen- 
ter. "This thing is doing what it is 
supposed to." 
Clark's new heart runs on puffs of 
air, and he faces a lifetime tethered 
by hoses to air compressors. He was 
moved into an intensive care room 
Thursday after the seven-hour opera- 
tion and was on a respirator. 
Clark, of Federal Way, Wash., was 
rushed to the operating room late 
Wednesday, about 10 hours before a 
team of surgeons led by Dr. William 
DeVries originally had planned the 
implant of the school's fist-sized Jar- 
vik-7 heart. 
DOCTORS SAID Clark's condition 
had begun to deteriorate rapidly, 
forcing surgeons to accelerate the 
schedule. 
DeVries, the 38-year-old head of 
cardio-thoracic surgery and the only 
physician authorized by the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration to implant 
the device, made his first incision at 
11:27 p.m. 
The lower chambers of Clark's 
heart were cut from his body, the 
machine was implanted and Clark 
was tranferred from a heart-lung 
machine to the artificial pump at 4:09 
a.m. DeVries closed the incision at 
6:35 a.m., said medical center spokes- 
man Mark Sands. The hearts soft 
clicking is audible through Clark's 
chest. 
The mechanical heart replaces the 
left and right ventricles, or lower 
chambers ofthe heart. It is stitched to 
the natural heart's upper chambers, 
or atria, and to the aorta and pulmo- 
nary artery. Two air-driven dia- 
phragms mimic the beating action of 
the ventricles. 
The device's inventor, Dr. Robert 
Jarvik, watched the implant as a 
member of the operating room team. 
Later, still wearing his blue surgical 
suit and cap, he said he was pleased 
with the outcome. 
"I'M JUST very happy the patient 
is doing well now," Jarvik said. "I 
don't think it could have gone much 
better and I certainly had fears it 
would go worse." 
Later, after a news conference in 
the hospital cafeteria, Jarvik smiled 
and blushed when scattered applause 
broke out among 50 reporters and 
cameramen. 
"I don't think he really felt it would 
succeed," he said. "His interest in 
going ahead - he told this to me - was 
to make this contribution, whereas 
the only other way was to die of the 
disease." 
Peterson said the next two or three 
days would be critical. "We want to 
be sure we're not developing pneumo- 
nia and that the pump is able to work 
well." he said. 
Sands said if all goes well, Clark 
could go leave the hospital in three to 
four weeks. Clark will be confined to 
his home except for very brief trips 
outside. 
Better communication 
skills learned through 
school's speech courses 
December depression common 
by Deborah Schmook 
staff reporter 
Due to finals and the rapidly ap- 
proaching holiday season, many stu- 
dents may find themselves trapped in 
a highly stressful situation and a state 
of depression. 
"People push themselves so much 
at finals time," Joni Reed, director of 
c ounseling for the Link, 525 Pike St., 
said. 
"They're not eating right or getting 
enough sleep so their body just isn't 
feeling right," she said. 
Reed said students also fall into a 
depressed state when they are not 
doing well academically or when they 
have a lot to accomplish and not 
enough time to attain their goals. 
She said that talking about prob- 
lems is the best way to relieve anxie- 
ties. 
"Talking can be the first step to- 
ward feeling better," she said. "It 
helps to talk to a good friend, to the 
professor of the class you're having 
difficulty with, or to someone at the 
Counseling and Career Development 
Center." I 
AT THE LINK, Reed said trained 
volunteers try to help people deal with 
their problems realistically so they 
can solve them. 
"We are not here to cheer people up 
in an artificial way." she said. "That 
doesn't make a problem go away." 
Reuben Echemendia, a coordinator 
for the psychology unit at the Health 
Center, suggested that people who are 
depressed also begin a physical exer- 
cise program. 
"First, get them exercising," he 
said. "Exercise makes them occupied 
and   stops  them  from  generating 
nights like 'I'm no good, etc. thou 
'Exercise tends to stimulate the 
energy level and for those who are 
agitated (restless), it dissipates en- 
Echemendia said people often do 
not know the reason they are de- 
pressed and because of this, he en- 
courages physical activity 
He said depression at holiday times 
can usually be traced back to the loss 
of a family member, the loss of good 
times or the loss of another person's 
opinion toward them. 
"THE LOSS doesn't have to be 
actual, it can be perceived," he said. 
If people feel they have disap- 
pointed someone, even if they have 
not, they become depressed, he said. 
Seeing others being happy and in 
the Christmas mood when they are 
not also pushes people further into 
depression, Echemendia added. 
"Everybody experiences depres- 
sion at some point in their life,' he 
said. "Whether the depression indi- 
cates a need for clinical help is deter- 
mined by the length of the depression 
and how bad it gets. 
"If a student feels depression out- 
side of the ordinary and they can tell 
themselves, then they should seek 
help." 
He defined unordinary depression 
as that which lasts two to three weeks 
or more. 
According to Sue West, coordinator 
of the Student Wellness Center, the 
best way to eliminate stress and de- 
pression is to practice preventive 
health tactics. 
"We advocate physical exercise, 
good eating habits and paying atten- 
tion to all areas of well being," she 
said. 
The Well offers information on 
stress management and other prob- 
lems before they hit, rather than 
addressing problems at the crisis 
level, West said. The Well is located 
on the second floor of the Health 
Center. 
by Laurie Madden 
staff reporter 
Students who reluctantly raise 
their hand in class, shudder when the 
professor calls on them, and stutter 
when asking a question may want to 
consider a speech communication 
elective. 
"Communications is a very big 
Srt of everyone's life, and a lot of 
ngs hinge on a person's ability to 
communicate," Karen Cowan, assis- 
tant professor of interpersonal and 
public communications, said. 
Cowan said it is important for peo- 
ple to realize the impact their commu- 
nication has on others, and the impact 
others have on them. 
"The better insight you have in 
communicating, the more you'll be 
able to control your image of others 
and their image of you," she said. 
This insight in communication can 
be especially helpful with job inter- 
views. Realizing the impression you 
are making on the interviewer is 
extremely helpful in these situations, 
she said. 
Because of the present job scarcity. 
Cowan said, students are realizing the 
value of solid communication skills. 
Jamie Nathanson, a sophomore IPCO 
- public relations major and member 
of the University forensic team, said 
learning how to communicate is a 
possible key to success. 
"A good communications back- 
ground gives you more confidence in 
yourself," Nathanson said. "You 
learn how to get your point across 
without offending people." 
There is a great variety of commu- 
nication classes offered through the 
School of Speech Communications. 
The school is divided into five catego- 
ries - Communication Disorders, 
IPCO, Radio Television and Film, 
Speech and Theatre. 
One of the classes offered through 
the IPCO department is Assertive- 
ness. 
" The objective of the Assertiveness 
class is to help students realize they 
have options and choices in commu- 
nications," Eric Soares, graduate as- 
sistant for the class, said. 
The class shows shy students how 
to build up initiative and courage in 
their communication skills and ag- 
Sressive students how to tone down 
leir communications, he said. 
Soares said everyone should be 
required to take communication 
courses as part of a liberal education, 
because everyone, regardless of their 
field of specialization, communicates. 
"Communication courses give you 
an overview of the different ways to 
communicate," Martha Hueske a ju- 
nior health and community services 
major, said. Hueske has completed 
four communication courses. 
"Effective communication is ex- 
tremely important in the world, be- 
cause if you can't communicate your 
ideas they will never formulate," 
James Lindsey, a senior IPCO major, 
said. He added that effective commu- 
nication aids in negotiating and un- 
derstanding others. 
"In any major it could help their 
careers or even their personal lives," 
Lindsey said. 
Wise said that Wood Cable had 
been approached by M-TV in March 
of 1982 but the company turned down 
the offer to carry the music channel. 
Wood Cable changed that decison, 
and on Nov. 19. M-TV took to the 
airwaves in Bowling Green. 
Wise said M-TV provides a service 
to an age group that was overlooked 
before. 
"We had no programs for that age 
group," he said. "That seemed to be 
the biggest concern." 
YET WHILE Wood Cable at- 
tempted to satisfy one portion of its 
customers, it stirred-up complaints 
among another portion, according to 
Wise. He said there seems to be a 
conflict between what the students 
want to see and what the residents 
feel is acceptable. 
Not all of the complaints against 
Wood Cable's decision to carry M-TV 
are concerned about the "too loud, too 
suggestive" music. Ruth Passmore, 
one resident who wrote to Wood cable 
in protest of the decision, claims that 
the music should not be on in the early 
hours of the day when most of the 
students who appreciate it would not 
be able to watch it anyway. 
"People of my age group really 
don't enjoy that kind of music," 
Passmore said. "Why have it on all 
day?" 
The cable company, however, can 
only receive M-TV as a 24-hour serv- 
ice and such selective broadcasting is 
not possible. While Passmore ac- 
knowledged that fact, she questioned 
the practicality of the situation. 
In light of all of the complaints 
received, Wise stated that the cable 
company could choose not to renew 
the three-year contract with M-TV. 
"We're trying to satisy 4,000 cus- 
tomers," he said. "Whatever our pro- 
gramming choices are, I'm sure there 
will be some opposition." 
in the 
News 
Payments increase 
WASHINGTON (AP) — A record 
4.84 million Americans are drawing 
unemployment checks, but Labor 
Department analysts said the grim 
statistic released Thursday merely 
reflects substantial rises in the 
number of people insured against 
the loss of work. 
On the eve of the government's 
release of the national unemploy- 
ment rate for November, the de- 
partment's Employment and 
Training Administration reported a 
substantial rise of 196.000 in the 
number of people drawing jobless 
checks under state unemployment 
insurance programs for the week 
ending Nov. 13. 
The total of 4,841.000 was the 
highest since the unemployment 
compensation program was enacted 
in 1935 and was 156.000 higher than 
the previous record 4.685.000 for 
the week ending Oct. 16. 
Several private economists said 
the unemployment claims report sig- 
naled further rises in the overall 
jobless rate, which hit a post-Depres- 
sion high of 10.4 percent in Octo- 
ber, That translates to some 11,6 
million people out of work. 
The staff of the congressio- 
nal Joint Economic Committee, fo- 
cusing on the unemployment claims 
statistics, said last week it believed 
the jobless rate would reach 10.5 
percent in November. 
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Navy plans to dump 
old reactors into sea 
When Admiral Rickover commissioned the building of the 
U.S. nuclear fleet, we were told that it held the key to our 
nation's strategic survival. Now as the fleet ages and nears 
the time for decommission, we are learning that it holds the 
key to the genetic destruction of our future. 
The Navy is preparing plans to scuttle the retired ships in 
the fleet by dumping them off the continental shelf on our 
coasts. The plan calls for dumping first nulear submarines 
and later nuclear surface vessles in two graveyards: one 160 
miles off California's Mendicino coast; and the other, 200 
miles off the coast of North Carolina. 
The Navy runs more nuclear reactors than all the utility 
companies in the U.S. combined. Currently, the Navy admits 
to operating 154 reactors in its subs and surface vessels. 
The Navy program has always been kept under close 
wraps. No one really knows the Navy track record in running 
these reactors. There have been numerous allegations over 
the years of reactors melting down at sea and other unre- 
ported accidents. We do know that between 1946 and 1970 
more than 89,000 barrels of nuclear waste were dumped into 
the sea in barrels which were not properly resistant to brine 
corrosion. 
Now, however, the Navy is going public with their cam- 
paign to turn the oceans into glowing beds of radioactivity. 
They have found enthusiastic allies in the Reagan adminis- 
tration. The man in charge of the EPA's evaluation of Navy 
plans for ocean dumping is Glen Sjoblom, nothing less than 
an ex-Navy man. At the Navy Sjoblom worked as assistant 
director of naval reactors and played a key role in developing 
the plan for scuttling old subs. 
Sjoblom cannot possibly present an objective opinion on 
the impact of the very program he helped to develop. Yet, he 
has exclusive responsibility for preparing the report upon 
which EPA director Anne Gorsuch will make her decision. 
The House of Representatives has already met this threat 
by passing a two year moratorium on dumping of any 
nuclear waste in the oceans. The Senate, however, has yet to 
act on the bill. They must do so soon before Reagan and his 
cronies develop a "glow in the dark" shrimp cocktail. 
'Dog food* meals 
only alternative? 
Just when you thought the economy of the United States 
had sunk to such a level that you though you would have to 
grovel for your food, our President, the undaunted Mr. 
Reagan, comes on one of his weekly radio broadcasts to tell 
you that no one in our United States will ever have to go 
hungry. 
And he is right. No one in this country has to go hungry, as 
long as we have our social services. The problem, though, is 
that by degrading those who are forced to use those social 
services by saying such famous unfeeling and overgeneraliz- 
ing lines as, "Let's make those welfare people want to go 
back to work, Mr. Reagan has put a psychological restraint 
onto those who may seriously need welfare. 
It is with that thought in mind that I was disgusted by the 
following article from the Newhouse News Service: 
LAPEER, Mich. - a judge here has sentenced to jail a recluse whose 
desperate hunger drove him to shoot and eat the neighbor's dog. 
District Judge John P. Spires sentenced Floyd Emerick, 59, to 90 days, 
the maximum for cruelty to animals. 
Emerick was arrested Nov. 19, two days after a neighbor reported a 60- 
pound female Doberman pinscher missing. When the control agents went 
to Emerick's house, they found him busy cooking his dinner - dog meat 
stew and scalloped potatoes with dog liver. 
Agents said they found the skins and remains of several other dogs and 
cats in Emerick's house. They also confiscated a trap they believe 
Emerick used to catch dogs, cats and other animals, and two firearms they 
think he used to kill them. 
Emerick's house has no heat and no running water, and he 
has found no work, not even as a farm laborer, which is 
where he holds his only experience. When asked why he 
killed the domesticated animals, Emerick said he could no 
longer find wild game to live on. 
Thanks to the actual and psychological limitations put on 
welfare by President Reagan, Emerick may have felt that 
catching dogs and cats is easier than catching a helping hand 
from the government. ^  
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Election 84 
Democrats prepare for primaries 
Sen. John Glenn of Ohio was among 
the "also running" candidates in the 
race for the 1984 Democratic presi- 
dential nomination trying to win sup- 
port from state party leaders. 
COMMENT 
Donald M. Rothberg 
From Glenn came the familiar call 
for investments in education coupled 
with sharp criticism of the Reagan 
administration's priorities in both do- 
mestic and military spending. 
AS THE MAN probably given the 
least chance of becoming the Demo- 
cratic candidate, Reubin Askew had 
the most to accomplish. And he may 
have ended up helping himself more 
than any of his four rivals who at- 
tended a two-day meeting of the Asso- 
ciation of State Democratic Chairs. 
Askew kept the party officials 
laughing with a succession of witty 
lines intermingled with plenty of pro- 
posals for dealing with the economy. 
But like the four senators who also 
appeared at the meeting, Askew had 
to understand the reality that the two 
men with the most support among the 
party officials - Sen. Edward Ken- 
nedy and former Vice President Wal- 
ter Mondale - did not attend the 
conference. 
THERE WAS NO chance for the kind 
of side-by-side comparison that might 
have brought a breakthrough for 
Askew or Sens. Glenn, Ernest Hol- 
lings of South Carolina, Gary Hart of 
Colorado and Alan Cranston of Cali- 
fornia. 
But it is early, more a time for 
watching and listening than for decid- 
ing. 
In their bids for backing, each of the 
candidates played his strongest card. 
Hart, who is campaigning as the 
candidate with new ideas, challenged 
his rivals to offer concrete programs 
for dealing with the nation's prob- 
lems. 
WHILE THE others focused almost 
exclusively on the economy, Cranston 
devoted nearly all his speech to the 
arms race and called for intensive 
negotiations between the United 
States and the Soviet Union to "ascer- 
tain whether we can end this danger- 
ous folly before it ends us." 
Donald M. Rothberg Is a political 
writer working for the Associated 
Press. 
LETTERS- Freelancer is abused 
I've recently had the misfortune of 
doing some freelance work for the 
campus alumni magazine, "At Bowl- 
ing Green," edited by a Mr. Gardner 
McLean. I think it worthwhile to re- 
port the treatment I received for my 
efforts so that those who entertain the 
idea of doing work for "At Bowling 
Green" in the future will be fore- 
warned. 
Almost a year ago, Mr. McLean and 
I met in my off ice to discuss an article 
that he wanted me to write for his 
magazine about one of the fine pro- 
grams on campus, the creative writ- 
ing program. We agreed on a deadline 
of Jan. 15, 1982 because Mr. McLean 
Claimed to publish the article in the 
larch 1982 issue. In spite of the fact 
that I had many other things to do, 
and in spite of the fact that Mr. 
McLean offered me neither any type 
of pay nor any type of contract (I 
assumed we had a gentleman's 
agreement), I gladly did research on 
the creative writing program, inter- 
viewed facultv members, wrote the 
article up and typed it, and turned it 
in a day before the deadline. Having 
spent a total of 50-60 hours on the 
article, I looked forward to its being 
published in a reputable magazine. 
Boy, was I mistaken. 
I was contacted by Mr. McLean a 
few weeks later when he informed me 
that my article was a good one but 
that, unfortunately, because of un- 
foreseen circumstances, he would 
have to wait until the May or June 
1982 issue to publish it. He said that he 
would get in touch with me before 
that, however. Well, I thought, foul- 
ups do happen, even at magazines 
with more experienced staffs. 
However, not only did I not hear 
from Mr. McLean before the May and 
June issues of his magazine came out, 
but I didn't hear from him all of last 
summer, either. Curious about this 
unexpected, slightly cavalier brush- 
off, I wrote a letter to Mr. McLean 
this past August, as the school year 
was beginning, to ask him what his 
plans were for my article. He didn't 
respond. About a month later I wrote 
him again. But again he didn't re- 
spond. Realizing then that I'd proba- 
bly been "stiffed" and that getting in 
touch with me was probably the last 
thing Mr. McLean wanted to do, I 
finally called him a few weeks ago. 
Mr. McLeans's response was, of 
course, a typically bureaucratic one. 
In as pleasant a manner as possible, 
he explained that he'd simply as- 
signed too many articles to be written 
and that he did not have enough room 
to publish many of them, including 
mine, at present. None of this was his 
fault, he assured me, and he told me 
that he might be able to use my article 
next summer, or maybe some other 
time. 
A week after I called him, Mr. 
McLean returned my article to me, 
with a letter attached to it. It seems 
that because I had had the audacity to 
complain about the shabby, rude 
treatment I'd received (my 
agreement with Mr. McLean being 
broken; my letters being ignored), ft 
was I (of course) who had ruined the 
trusting relationship between writer 
and editor, or so Mr. McLean would 
have me believe. Mr. McLean also 
suggested that since I had written the 
article without asking for pay and. 
therefore, since I had no hope or 
receiving any financial gain, there 
was no real reason for him to publish 
it. The final shabbiness was yet to 
come, however. Although Mr. Mc- 
Lean had a week earlier admitted 
that he had no room to publish my 
article (or others, for that matter), he 
informed me in his letter that he still 
wants to publish an article on the 
creative writing program - in all 
probability, one very similar to mine 
- but that he will find another writer 
(no doubt a more docile one) to pro- 
duce it. 
Frankly, Mr. McLean's returning 
my article to me was by far the 
fastest I've seen him move in the 
whole long year that I've known him. 
I have yet to comprehend how my 
efforts have been so abused, or how 
the sensitive staff of "At Bowling 
Green" could plan something, have it 
go so badly awry and then try to place 
the blame other than where ft be- 
longs. Anybody interested in doing 
freelance work for "At Bowling 
Green" should take heed. 
Dennis F. Shramek 
English Department 
Rape Is perpetuated 
by male Jokes, attitudes 
We are a group of Bowling Green 
men who are concerned about rape. 
Most males think that rape is wrong 
and would not commit rape, but don" 
realize that they may unknowingly 
condone the crime. We, as men, don't 
seem to want to take much collective 
responsibility for a crime that most 
women need to constantly consider. 
Our lack of responsibility has led to 
the casual attitude that allows us to 
rationalize the event so that it is not 
seen as an act of violence, but as 
social bad manners. Statements like 
"boys will be boys," "she deserved 
it," "she was asking for it," and the 
myth that all women want to be raped 
have been created by men to relieve 
themselves of the guilt and blame of 
the crime for which they are entirely 
responsible. Such thinking perpetu- 
ates the idea that rape is an act in 
which no one is really hurt. In reality, 
rape is devastating physically, emo- 
DOONESBURY 
tionally and socially to the rape survi- 
vor. 
It's painfully obvious that women 
need to be and nave been aware of this 
threat their entire lives while men 
trade rape stories like football scores. 
These stories aren't like the violent 
rapes in the news, but to "compro- 
mise." In the past, the men in our 
group have been party to these crude 
and damaging attitudes with passive 
indifference. But now we're realizing 
that this type of thinking is indicative 
of a violent and dangerous situation 
that sets the stage for rape and its 
social acceptability. Typical male 
activities like a "pinch on the ass," 
whistling and taunting of women 
passing by represent how some men 
see and treat women as objects. 
These forms of emotional harassment 
and physical intimidation completely, 
which, ignore all human characteris- 
tics and personality of the women, 
seem to be found more in the ha- 
rassment and domination than in 
their own sexual gratification. It is 
precisely this mentality that encour- 
ages rape, for rape is not a sexual act, 
but an act of dominance. 
Dan Elabrock 
Tim Greyhavans 
Jim Riamer 
Dean Hosteller 
O.C.M.B. 2447 
Abortion columnist 
misunderstood Issue 
This letter is in response to Scott 
Carpenter's column in the Nov. 23. 
1982 issue of The BG News. I would 
like to state that I feel abortion is the 
woman's choice and as a human being 
I have no right to impose my opinions 
on that choice. I am stating this, since 
Carpenter obviously stated (although 
not directly) his stand on abortion. 
In the column several points were 
made which I would like to address. 
For the first point, as a woman, I can 
envision something entirely different 
happening. More than likely an un- 
wed, pregnant teenager, not a "dis- 
mayed young woman", but a teen- 
ager of 15, 14, or younger would be 
looking through the phone book for an 
"answer" to Tier "problem." Today 
there is a senario that is happening 
much too often - where the girl is 
mislead by her boyfriend into believ- 
ing that she cannot get pregnant the 
first time. In this case the coupon 
could be a godsend. 
As to point number two, maybe 
people "clipping the pizza ad that 
appears directly above the abortion 
one" will wonder why it is there. The 
clinic would not place an ad if there 
was not a need for one. 
In response to point number three, 
instead of saying "yuck." people may 
notice what is nappening and start 
helping, instead of condemning those 
girls that seek help. 
Yes, abortion is still legal in Ohio 
and will hopefully stay legal as long 
as it is needed. Yes, Mr. Carpenter, 
abortion is needed; whether it Is right 
or wrong is not for anyone to judge. As 
long as there are rapes occuring al- 
most daily, abortion is needed. As 
long as there is ignorance about birth 
control methods and the basics of 
having babies, abortion is needed. 
Come out of your moral shell and 
look around you. Teenage pregnan- 
cies are steadily increasing. One-par- 
ent (usually headed by a woman) 
families on welfare are becoming 
more and more prevalent in our so- 
ciety. Banning abortions will not solve 
the problem, but may only make the 
existing situation much worse. New 
solutions are needed to deal with 
today's problems. 
Exactly what was your "preventive 
medicine," Mr. Carpenter? Preven- 
tive medicine is needed in the way of 
education and compassion. If you 
want to ban abortions, then what 
would you suggest as an alternative? 
Karen Harbaugh 
College ol Health 
and Commlnlty Services 
by Garry Trudeau 
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Profs publish book on social side of sport 
by Lisa Clinger 
reporter 
The book centers on people's life- 
orts. Referring 
"Some people attach themselves to 
sports, just as others prefer music or 
some other leisure pursuit," say Dr. 
Eldon Snyder and Dr. Elmer 
Spreitzer. 
These two professors of sociology 
at Bowling Green State University 
recently published a new text, "Social 
Aspects of Sport." 
The first edition of the book was 
published in 1978. Because the authors 
felt that the book was too limited, the 
new text is twice the size of the first 
and contains the very latest sports 
research. 
bng involvement in sp  
to what drives the competitive athlete 
or the common jogger to do strenuous 
excercise, Snyder said, "We see it as 
commitment to sports participation." 
According to the co-authors, there 
are many reasons why people commit 
themselves to sports. Some merely 
enjoy the feeling of exertion they get 
after a hard game of tennis or hand- 
ball. Many people participate just for 
the fun of it - they enjoy being with 
friends. In turn, some patients are 
told by doctors that they must exer- 
cise to prevent serious health condi- 
tions. Others, however, are attracted 
to the many external rewards they 
receive from sports involvement. 
ON THE PROFESSIONAL level, 
these rewards are money and fame, 
while on the college level, they are 
pride and prestige. 
"I think it's addiction more than 
commitment," Debbie Pitner, a soph- 
omore journalism major, said. 
Pitner used to run ah average of 13 
miles a day for the pre-season work- 
outs of her cross country team in high 
school. She felt that it was natural to 
want to improve her running ability. 
Pitner did not seem to mind getting up 
for early morning runs. 
"If I run in the morning, I feel one 
step ahead of my opponent, who's 
probably still sleeping,   she said. 
As the title indicates, the book 
deals with the'socialization of sports, 
which did not emerge until the late 
1960s. It contains no trivia or statis- 
tics, but mainly looks at what drives 
pie to sport. The research of the 
is derived from the professors' 
own questionnaires as well as pre- 
vious books on sports written within 
the last ten years. 
WHEN ASKED what part religion 
plays in sports, Snyder said, " There 
is certainly a connection - sports for 
some people may serve as a substi- 
tute for religion." 
Rhodes signs college hazing bill 
COLUMBUS,Ohio IAP) Gov. James 
A. Rhodes has signed into law a bill 
establishing criminal penalties for 
hazing at Ohio's public and private 
schools or colleges. 
But he voiced reservations about 
administrators and employees of edu- 
cational institutions are potentially 
exposed," Rhodes said. 
Sponsored by Rep. David Hartley, 
D-Springfield, the measure prohibits 
to 
part of the measure and suggested 
legislative action or 
deal with its possible pri 
"My concern with the bill lies with 
another bill 
>roblems. 
initiation and other types of rituals in 
which students can be jured. physically in- 
the broad scope of liability to which 
It provides a maximum penalty of 
30 days in jail and a fine of up to $250. 
But the new law also permits a 
victim to bring a civil action for 
injury or damages against those who 
participated and the school or college 
involved. 
EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS 
which are sued could defend them- 
selves by showing they were actively 
enforcing a policy against hazing at 
the time an incident occurred. 
But a Rhodes' aide said that affir- 
mative defense would not apply to 
school administrators or other em- 
ployees. 
"These individuals, due to the na- 
ture of their positions, may often be 
unaware of hazing being carried on by 
students and student organizations 
and cannot, under a standard of rea- 
sonableness, be expected to be contin- 
ually informed," Rhodes said. 
The measure takes effect March 3. 
City zoning regulates 
housing arrangements 
by Carolyn Van Schalk 
staff reporter 
pies, adopted or foster children and 
children related by blood or mar- 
riage, city attorney Patrick Crowley 
said. 
There are also areas in the city of 
Bowling Green zoned for multiple ;ipie 
1R4 
University students thinking about 
moving off campus next year may 
want to look into city zoning regula- _ 
tions before signing contracts with family residency labeled as R3 and 4 
landlords, say two city officials. districts. Areas zoned R3 allow mul- 
Students who fill houses with large tiple family dwellings to occur on a 
numbers of permanent lodgers can Be moderate scale while R4 districts 
in violation of City Ordinance number allow for high density dwelling, in- 
3200, Rod Noble, city zoning inspec- eluding boarding houses and dormito- 
tor, said. In the past, some University ries, Crowley added, 
students have been asked to leave "If the total number of students to 
houses they have rented because their reside in a house are three or less, 
living   arrangements  violated  city that's   totally   right   and   proper" 
law. 
The ordinance, established to pro- 
tect the older sections of town, states 
that not more than three unrelated 
individuals may live in a dwelling 
labeled Rl or R2, which are single 
family dwelling unit areas, Noble 
said. 
An Rl or R2 residential house is 
defined as "a building designed for district legally is if they are in a house 
occupancy by one family with not protected by a specific clause in the 
more than two unrelated boarders or ordinance, Crowley said, 
lodgers," Noble added. , 
Compliance with the law generally 
ACCORDING to zoning law, re- results in tenant eviction by the land- 
lated individuals include married cou- lord owning the property, Noble said. 
Crowley said. "They can live any- 
where in the city of Bowling Green." 
But he added that if the total num- 
ber of students wishing to live in a 
house exceeds three, the parties in- 
volved should check to make sure that 
they are not violating the law. 
The only way a large group of 
individuals can live in an Rl or R2 
i tl 
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Myles Pizza 
Pub 
352-1504 
FREE 
2-LITER BOTTLE OF 
SPRITE 
with any 
16" (1) item or 
more pizza 
On "Mivery 
Expires Dec. 15. 1982 
Special Birthday 
Celebration 
AND DANCE PARTY 
50 cents if you have a 
fall semester birthday 
Grab your Party Hat 
and stop in at the Sidedoor Saturday Nite 
8:00 - Midnight 
$1.00 if your B-day falls another lime 
Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels. 
I       JACK'S 
I      BAKERY 
Buy 12 Bagels get 4 FREE 
Buy 6 Bagels get 2 FREE 
I44x I   WooturSt. 
Behind Findtr'i I m 
Huut. \l I   1 IDS*   t Sun   W0 
Pfesunl this coupon EnD"es 12$ 82 
354 1001 
o Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels " 
ISTAHVM CINEMA 1*2 
CTAMUMWAZA  «OWII»ir. f.f EN PH. 3SHHM » 
Milton's 
on  main 
Your ticket stub from the following 
events will  entitle vou to one order 
o) selected appetizers fKEt 
I '»«>lHaV 
A LCISOK tten Atoos 
U*0 S-lttK>0> EmufUavnvrH 
■   . .y m 
*<** aw-h Cimmu 
■ 
Owno* Oicnambj 
* Cater** Cho« jnd Fo* tn»*t>«a» 
Movw   ApocatyD** Now 
. | Mu"*> bitfe 
Mart ".--.wo.  -trtlrvM S*»«. 
•*>■**    T8A 
Mow   PoaonjiBeM 
W[ HAPPILY SIKVE I1) YK  OlDS. 
OFFER COODS6VEN DAYS A WEIK. 
104 S. MAIN SI iS4-!2>2 
I >ttn Valid Only During 
Normal Kitchen Hours 
SEND A SPECIAL 
CHRISTMAS MESSAGE    I 
TO YOUR FRIENDS 
Jin Friday, Dec. 10th BG News 
Deadline: Wednesday Dec. 84 p.m. 
106 University Hall 
FALCON BASKETBALL 
IS #1 • SEE WHY! 
FALCONS vs. FERRIS ST. 
SATURDAY 8:00 p.m. 
BG WOMEN vs. CLEVE. ST. 5:30 
Al 7:30 & 
9:45 PM 
SAT. Mat. 
2:00 
SUN. MAT. 
2:00 & 4:15 
iWUKti    i.lAINWJ. ..V 
This time he's fighting for his lite. 
tSYLVESTER STALLONE 
FIRST BLOOD 
3RD BIG WEEK! 
AT 7:30 4 9:15 SAT MAT 2:00 
. SUN. MAT 2.00 & 3:45 
ALl StAlS 
ANV TIME 
Advancement 
WITHOUT 
AN 
ADVANCED 
DEGREE 
The Institute for 
tsfa! 
233S.I7thSL 
Philadelphia. PA 19103 
(215) 732*600 
Approved by the 
American Oar 
Association 
Oprralal by Para if Kali™ 
Ptrmaytvanu Ciwyuni. 
College seniors. II you plan to gel a Job 
after graduation, why not consider 
a profession? 
■ In 3 months, we prepare you for 
careers In law. management. Ilnance. 
■ Our 8 Intensive courses are 
nationally recognl/ed for high aca 
demlc quality. 
■ Over 90% ol our graduates secure 
Jobs in their specialties Over 5.000 
graduates hold positions In law firms, 
banks and corporations In 110 cities. 
• We provide a substantial tuition 
refund If we cannot secure a Job for 
you In the city of your choice. 
Guarantee your future. Learn how 
the Institute can help you advance In 
a career. 
o I would Itke to arrange an Inter 
I'WW. Please call me. 
D Please send me Information about 
the Institutefar Pu'rali-gal Training. 
Name  
Address  
City. Stale. Zip 
College  
Graduation Date  
f.__2 L 
A 
M 
A 
N 
I 
University of Akron 
HARAMBEE 
DANCERS 
Free Admission 
Dec. 4th 7:30 p.m. 
Sponsered by Minority Student Association 
_L 
I tWfM phone       Permanent phone 
APPLICATIONS 
NOW AVAILABLE 
FOR 
IJAO SPECIAL EVENTS DIRECTOR 
All applications must have the 
equivalent of a full semester of 
UAO experience and must be in 
good academic standing with the 
University prior to applying. 
Applications Now Available In The UAO 
Office Deadline is FRIDAY DEC. 17. I 
The Fraternity 
|PHI GAMMA! 
DELTA 
wishes the Falcon 
Football Team 
Good Luck at the 
California Bowl 
5 J. 
4 BQ NmAlMwta 3. 1M2 
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Trips planned to North and West 
California. Canada and Colorado are the 
destinations of four trips being planned by the 
athletic department and the University 
Activities Organization for December and 
January. 
California Bound is the unofficial theme of 
two trips being offered to Falcon football fans 
who would like to watch their team meet the 
Fresno State Bulldogs in the second annual 
California Bowl in Fresno. 
The first trip is being sponsored by the 
athletic department. This trip leaves Dec. 13 
and returns Dec. 19; the cost is $575. 
Included in the price is round trip airfare from 
Toledo, six nights lodging at the Watertree 
Inn in Fresno, a ticket to the game, and a 
souvenir Falcon windbreaker. 
A deposit of $325 must accompany a 
reservation, and resevations will be taken on 
a first-come-lirst-served basis. Additional 
information about this trip can be obtained by 
contacting the athletic department. 
For students who can not cut their finals 
week short, UAO is offering a three-day trip 
Dec. 17-19 to California. The cost of the trip 
is $380. Included in the price is round trip 
airfare from Detroit, two nights lodging in Los 
Angeles, bus tickets to the game, tickets to 
the game, and transportaton to and from the 
Detroit Airport. 
University Theatre presents 
play A Lesson From Aloes 
Athol's Fugard's profound drama, A Lesson From Aloes, will be presented by the 
University Theatre at 8 p.m. Dec. 1-4 at Joe E. Brown, University Hall. 
One of South Africa's best known playwrights, Fugard paints an effective and harrowing 
portrait of the South African soul. The central symbol for this theme is the aloes, a plant 
distinguished above all else for its inordinate capacity for survival in the harsnes of possible 
environments 
A Lesson From Aloes was awarded the NY. Drama Critics Award for Best Play of the 
Year. 
The action takes placeMrti'Wbtfel^MbKvhite district of Port Elizabeth, South Africa," M 
1963. The house is owned by a liberal Africaner, Piet Bezuidenout, played by Stan 
Friedman of Springfield, and his wife Gladys, played by Melissa Murphy of Cincinnati. 
Piet has been involved in an anti-apartheid activity; Gladys is recovering from a nervous 
breakdown brought about by a police raid on their home. They are waiting for a black family 
to come to dinner, a forbidden act in South Africa The black family never arrives, but the 
head of the family, Steve Daniels, played by Keith Glover of the Bronx, New York, does 
arrive. Steve has just been released from prison and plans to flee South Africa after first 
confronting Piet with the charge of betraying him and the revduton. 
Tickets can be purchased at the Joe E. Brown box office beginning at 7 p.m. on 
performance nights. AD tickets are $1; there are no reserved seats. 
Green Sheet 
Green Sheet is published by the Bowling Green State University Office of Public 
Relations in cooperation with The BG News. 
This Issue of Green Sheet Is the last one for the semester. The first issue of spring 
semester will be published Jan. 14, and will cover events occurlng between Jan. 14-30. 
The deadline to submit information to be listed In that issue Is noon Wednesday, Jan. 
12. 
All events must be submitted in writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. In the event of space limitations, those events submitted at 
the earliest date will be given preference. 
Senior Marie Clsterino is serving as assistant editor; Junior Tom Hisek is calendar 
editor. 
French Exchange program is 
open to students for summer 
What better way to learn about the culture, 
history and business of France than by 
spending five weeks in Europe studying them 
first hand? 
Students who are interested in learning 
more about this unusual educational 
opportunity are invited to an informational 
Medical ethics 
topic of lecture 
Dr. Thomas Beauchamp. a Georgetown 
University faculty member and an expert in 
medical ethics, will discuss "Autonomy and 
Informed Consent" at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
(Dec. 8) in the Community Suite of the Union. 
The program is being sponsored by the 
department of philosophy and is free and 
open to the public. 
Beauchamp, who is affiliated with the 
Joseph and Rose Kennedy Institute of Ethics 
and the Johns Hopkins Medical School, will 
discuss ethical questions arising from the 
development of technological and medical 
advances in treating newborn infants and 
others, including patients in comas who are 
not capable of informed consent. 
He has written numerous books and is 
well-known nationally as a consultant. He also 
frequently testifies before Congressional 
committees on topics related to ethics. 
meeting at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday (Dec. 8) at the 
French House 
There are openings for about 26 
University and area college students in this 
annual exchange program with the Higher 
School of Business and Adminisration in 
Nantes, France. 
The five week program, from June 15 . 
through July 21, will provide undergraduates 
with six semester credit hours and graduate 
students with four semester credit hours for 
their work at the Nantes Business College. 
One of the features of the program is the 
opportunity for students to travel around 
Europe. Classes are held Monday through 
Thursday giving the students long weekends 
to see Europe. 
Further questions can be answered by 
calling Dr. Charles Chittle 372-0180. 
Tacos and Dean 
College of Education students can meet 
Dean Sandra Packard and eat tacos, too, at a 
get together to be held from 7-8 p.m. on 
Monday (Dec. 6) in the Browsing Room, 
Union. 
Sponsored by the Dean's Student 
Advisory Committee, the event is free and 
open to all education students. 
The deadline for reservations Is Dec. 3, 
and the full payment must be made at the time 
of registraton Additional information and 
reservation material can be obtained by 
contacting the UAO office, third floor of the 
Union. 
Steamboat Springs, Colorado, a popular 
vacation spot for college students, will be the 
setting for a ski vacation planned for Jan. 2-9. 
Cost of the trip is $275. and includes bus 
transportation, lodging and lift ticket. Meals 
are not included. 
The first 50 students to register will also 
have the opportunity to obtain ski equipment 
for the trip for free. 
Fun payment must be made at the time of 
registration, and additional informaton can be 
obtained by contacting the UAO office. 
Canada, or more specifically Toronto, is 
the destination for a weekend trip being 
sponsored by UAO. Cost of the trip, which 
leaves Jan. 15 and returns Jan. 17. is $109. 
The cost of the trip includes round trip bus 
and ran transportation and two nights lodging. 
Reservations can be made and additional 
information obtained at the UAO office. Tne 
deadline for reservations is Dec. 13. 
Graduation set 
Commencement excercises wilt be held 
at 10 a.m. Saturday (Dec. 18) in Memorial 
Had. Candidates for graduation should 
meet for the processional at 9:15 a.m. In 
the Business Administration Building. 
Signs indicating the various degrees will be 
posted, and students should assemble by 
their college. 
Dr J. Robert Bay shore, professor of 
English will be the featured speaker and 
Dr. Karl Vogt, interim vice president of 
academic affairs, will preside. 
More than 700 undergraduate students 
wi be receiving degrees. No tickets are 
required to attend the ceremony. Students 
having additional questions should contact 
the registrar's office, first floor of the  
Administration Building. 
Theatre tryouts 
Auditions for the University Theatre's 
spring semester production of "The Lion in 
Winter" will held at 7 p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday (Dec. 6-7) in the Joe E. Brown 
Theater, University Hall. 
The auditions are open to the public. 
Although it is not necessary to have read 
the script prior to auditioning, scripts are 
available on a 24-hour loan basis at the 
theater office. 322 South Had. Office hours 
are 8 a.m. to noon and 1-5 p.m. weekdays. 
Written by James Goldman. "The Lion in 
Winter" is a story of how King Henry II and his 
queen, Eleanor of Aquitaine. attempt to name 
a successor to the throne who will keep their 
kingdom from being torn apart by revolution. 
The script calls for a cast of two women 
and five men. The play wil be stage Feb. 16- 
19 in the Joe E. Brown Theater. 
Soviet-born 
violinist 
to perform 
in Arts 
Festival 
Series 
Soviet-bom violinist Mark Peskanov will 
perform Tuesday (Dec. 9) in the second 
concert in the College of Musical Arts' 
Festival Series. 
Described by critics as a blazing 
performer whose music-making is filled 
with an intensity that draws listeners to the 
edge of their seats, Peskanov will appear 
at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Had at the Musical 
Arts Center. 
Tickets for the performance are sti 
available and can be reserved by calling 
the college's 24-hour ticket "hotline" at 
372-0171. Tickets are priced at $7 and 
$5 for students, and $9 and $7 for aU 
others. 
The violinist, who performs on a 1731 
Kieswetter Stradivarius, wM play 
Schubert's "Duo in A Major for Violin and 
Piano. Op. 162", "Sonata in F Minor, Op. 
80" by Prokofiev, and Beethoven's 
"Sonata in A Major, Op. 47." He will be 
accompanied by pianist Rita Sloan. 
A relative newcomer to the American 
concert circuit, Peskanov has lived in the 
United States since 1973. 
One of his earliest professional triumphs 
in this country was hi* 1977 National 
Symphony debut playing the Wieniawski 
"Violin Concerto No. 1," and afterward 
joining his brother, pianist Alexander 
Peskanov. and ceinst YoYo Ma In a 
performance of Beethoven's "Triple 
Concerto." 
He has since appeared as a soloist with 
major U.S. orchestras, the London 
Philharmonic, and last season, performed 
and recorded with the London Symphony 
A 20-minute preview of the 
performance, during which Dr. Vicent 
Corrigan, an assistant professor of music, 
wil discuss the violinist's program and the 
compoaers who wrote the music, will be 
offered free of charge at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Bryan Recital Hal. 
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Weekend 
Highlights 
ll*eMeak*r VKIHIfl 
7 p.m. - UAO Campua Film 
"Rocky III " starring Sylvester Stallone and Burgess 
Meredith aval be shown Si 50 with BQSU 10. Mam 
Auditorium. University Hal 
( p.m. - University Theater Production 
Athol Fugard's "A Lesson From Aloes'' wil be presented 
Admission $1  Joe E  Brown Theater. University Hal. 
3-11 p.m. - UAO Side Door Entertslnmenl 
"Those Guys" wil perform Admission SI SO Side Door. 
Union 
1:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 7 p m Friday. Dec  3 Habr 
MKMght - UAO Campus Film 
"Black Christmas,"' starring Oi. a Hus ey. w* be shown. 
S1 50 with BGSU ID Main Auditor u n. University Hal. 
Saturday 
D*MMt»r4 
5:30 p.m. - Basketball 
Women's team vs. Cleveland State University. Anderson 
Alan. 
7 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 7 p.m. Friday. Dec  3 listing 
I p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team vs. Ferns State University Anderson Arena. 
I p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8pm Friday. Dec  3 listing 
I p.m.-MKMgM - UAO tide Door Entertainment 
A   Fan Semester Birthday Party (Beach Party)" wil be 
held. Admission SI: 50 cents If you have a lal semester 
brthday Side Door  Union 
•:1S p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 7 p m Friday. Dec 3 listing 
Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See Midnight Friday. Dec  3 listing. 
Sunday 
D«o«ber 5 
2 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Apocalypse Now,"' starring Marlon Brando, wil be 
shown S1 SO with BGSU I 0 Mam Auditorium. Univer- 
sity Hal 
5 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 2 p.m. Sunday. Dec 5 listing 
7:30 p.m. - ReHgous Rock Concert 
"Servant and Fireworks" wH perform Sponsored by the 
Restoration Ministries  Advance tickets S5. avaaablo at 
123 E Court S6 at the door Grand Ballroom. Union. 
• p.m. - Concert 
nr.J^ri9^> SlfTOPhonv Orchestra wvt perform.. Free 
and open, lo aO . Kopackar Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
• p.m. - Concert 
The University A Cappeaa Choir and Folk Ensemble wH 
perform Free and open to all Kooacker Hat. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
I p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 2 pif Sunday. Dec  5 listing 
This Week 
end Next 
Monday 
atBG 
7:30 a.m. - Matt 
St Atoysms Church. 150 S. Enterprise. 
11:30 a.m. -Matt 
St Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstm 
6 p.m. - The Obsidian 
Meeting Open to al  304 Moseley 
• p.m. - Commuter Center Reading Series 
University students Karyn Wotven, Susanna Herman and 
Cindy DubiekaV w-a read from their works of fiction. Free 
and open to al   Sponsored by the Creative Writing 
Program  Commuter Center Lounge, Moseley 
7 p.m. - University Theater Auditions 
Auditions W* be hek) lor "The Lion in Winter." which wH 
be staged m mid-February Open to al. Joe E. Brown 
Theater, University Hal. 
7 p.m. - Resident Student Association 
Meeting. Open lo al Assembly Room. McFal Center 
7 tun. - Meet The Own 
"A Meet the Dean of Education and Sued Your Own Taeo 
Night" «* be rwk) Or Sandra Packard of the College of 
Education wH be available to meet and tafc with al 
education motors. Sponsored by the Dean's Student 
Advisory Committee Browsing Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Modern German Film Series 
"Aequtrre - The Wrath of God  wtth Engash subtitles wH 
be shown   Free and open to al   Sponsored by the 
German department and UAO. Gah Film Theater. Hanna 
7:30 p.m - Criminal Justice Organisation 
Meeting  Virgil Frost and Hank Suoomla from the Wood 
County Probation Department wH be the guest speakers 
Free and open to al  112 Business Administration 
7:30 p.m. - BGSU Square Dance Club 
A western dress up night wH be held. Sponsored by the 
Footloose Falcons Square Dance club Free and open to 
al. 11B Eppler Center 
• p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team vs. Murray State University Anderson 
Arena. 
• p.m. - Concert 
A composers forum featuring music written by local 
composers wB be presented Free and open to al. Bryan 
Rectal Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
• p.m. - Amnesty International 
An organizational meeting w* be nek). Open to al. 
Sponsored by the Social Justice Committee 204 Mose- 
ley. 
•:1S p.m. - kiterfrttemlty Council 
Meeting Open to al Assembly Room, McFal Center. 
0:45 p.m. - Stargazing 
Sponsored by the physics and astronomy department 
Open to el. Hek) only when the sky a) clear. Roof, Life- 
Science « 
Tuesday 
DMM»W 7 
•:18 a.m. - Maaa 
St Aloysms Church, 150 S Enterprise. 
11:30 a.m.-Mass 
St Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstm 
1:304 p-m. - Codes Hour 
Sponsored by Work) Student Association Free and open 
toal  16 Wrikama. 
6:30-7:30 p.m. - Evening Clatt Registration 
Spring semester registration for those students who 
attend classes only after 5 p m  will be hek)  Grand 
Baafoom. Union. 
0:30 p.m, - Foreign Exchange Program 
An mformationel meeting wH be hek) lor students 
m participating m the University's annual 
1
 exchange program with the Higher School of 
Business and Administration m Nantes. France Open to 
al French House 
7 p.m. - Association ol People in Communications 
Meeting Open to al 304 Moseley 
7 p.m. - Active Christians Todsy 
Feeowship meeting Open to all members. Alumni Room. 
Union 
7 p.m. - University Theater Audition 
See 7 p m Monday. Dec 6 bating 
7:30 p.m. - Students For Animals 
Meeting Open to all  102 Hanna 
• p.m. - Concert 
The Renaissance Ensemble wM perform. Free and open 
to al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
• p.m. - Marketing Club 
Mooting. Open to al members. Assembly Room. McFal 
Canter 
t p.m. - Management Club 
Meeting Open to al 515 Life-Science. 
0:30 p.m. - Sailing Club 
Meeting Open to all 228 Overman 
3:30 p.m. - Aatronomy Club 
Meeting  Open to al 283 Overman 
• p.m. - Panhellenic Council 
Meeting Open to al Community Suite. Union. 
9:30 p.m. - Christian Science College Organization 
Meeting Open to all Fort Room. Union. 
Wednesday 
Doeemeer 8 
7:30 a.m. - Mass 
St Aloysiu8 Church, 150S  Enterprise 
11:30 a.m.-Ms ss 
St. Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstm 
1:30-4 p.m. - Coffee Hour 
Sponsored by Work) Student Association. Free end open 
toal  16 w«ams 
3:30 p.m. - Accounting Club Field Trip 
Departure time for the 5ak) trip to the accounting firm of 
Fektman, Nathanaon. Kennedy and Nasser m Toledo 
Open to al who previously signedup Sponsored by the 
Accounting Club  Parking lot, east of Anderson Arena. 
5 p.m. - California Bowl Trip Deadline 
Deadline for the seven days,  sin nights trip to the 
Caafomia Bowl in Fresno. Calif  from Dec   13-10. Ful 
payment of S575 due upon sign up Athletic department. 
Stadium 
5:30-7:30 p.m. - Evening Class Registration 
See 5:30 p.m. Tuesday. Dec. 7 bating 
3:30 p.m. - United Chrlttlan Fellowship 
Outreach meeting w* be hek) Open to al  UCF House. 
313 Thurstm 
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students 
Meeting Open to al. Prout Chapel. 
7:30 p.m. - Medical Ethtce Lecture 
Dr Thomas Beeuchamp, a Georgetown University fac- 
ulty member and expert on medical ethics, wH speak on 
" Autonomy and Informed Consent" Sponsored by the 
phloeophy department Free and open to al Community 
Suite. Union 
MM 
7:30 p.m - Undergraduta Alumni Aiaitlstlaa . 
Meeting Open to al  Lobby. Meetl Alumni Center 
* - Emrirom ntal Inter eat 
Meeting Open to al  121 Hayes 
1 p.m. - Campus Film 
"The Elephant Man." starring John Hurt wH Be ehown 
Sponsored by the English department Free and open to 
al. Qiah Film Theater. Hanna. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The University Chamber Orchestra wB perform. Free and 
open to al   Bryan Recital  Hal. Moor* Musical Arts. 
Center 
HO p.m. - Public Skating 
Students SI .25 with BGSU ID 
Ice Arena. 
•MM can*. 
0 p.m. - UAO Liqueur Making Werkehap 
Instructions on how to make your own Amaretto, Kahaja. 
Galiano and more wH be given. Sponsored by UAO. 
Open to those 21 years-old and above  Si JXJ adrras        See 8 o n Wednesday. Dec. 8 being 
sion  Sign up m UAO Office. Third Floor. Union. 
t-11 tuts. - Fantasy and Wargamlng Society 
Open gaming Free and open to al. Onto Suite Union 
1:30 p-m. - Shebbet Service 
Sponeored  by  the  Jewish  Students Group   Faculty 
Lounge, Union 
7 sun. - Satis Study 
Sponeored by "Unity." a non-denommaBonal ministry 
104 Business Adminietrahon 
7 p-m. - UAO Campus Fam 
"Personal Beet."  starring Marie!  Hemingway  wB be 
shown SI-50 with BQSU ID. Mam Auditorium. Unrver- 
-   arty Hal. 
7:30 p.m. - Haekey 
SGSU at Miami University (Oxford) 
.  I pm - Saakettatr) 
.  Men's team v». Defiance Coaege Anderson Arena. 
0-1,0 p.m. - Pubtte Skatlnf 
iSp.n. 
3:30 p.m. - Worship Service 
University Lutheran Cahpel. 1124 E. Wooetsr. 
10:1 S p.m. - Silent Communion 
Univsrslty Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooater. 
Thursday 
December 9 
11 a. m.-1 p.m. -Coffee Break 
Mark Ooten and Leigh Hcengsworth wH apeak on the 
University's legal services program. Sponsored by the 
Commuter Off Campus Organization Free and open to 
al Commuter Center. Moseley 
1:30-4 p.m. - Coffee Hour 
Sponsored By Work) Student Association Free and open 
toal. 16 WHiiama 
3:30 p.m. - German Club 
Meeting. Open to al  Reading Room. 142 Shatzel. 
4:30 p.m. - International Relations Association 
Meeting Open lo all  310 University Hal. 
S:30 p.m. - Campua Film 
A Mm dealing with street m the criminal kittle* system 
wH be shown Sponsored by the Crmvriet Jiapjce' 
Organization  Free and open to al. 200 Moapkty 
( p.m. - Spanish ComarsatJon Hour 
Open to al. Mark's Pizza, 523 E Wooater. 
1:30 p-m. - Navigators Christian Fsilewehia - 
Meeting  Open to al  128 Waat Hal. 
7 p.m. - Mass 
St AJoysws Church. 150 S  Enterprise 
7 p.m. - Prayer and Praia* las*!**. 
Sponsored by "Unity," s non-denominational ministry. 
Free and open to aH  303 West Hal. 
7:30 p.m. - Women For Woman 
Meeting Open to al  Faculty Lounge, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Mass 
St. Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstm. 
7:30 p.m. - Campus Bible Study 
Open to al   Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies   212 
McFal Center 
7:30 p.m. - Social Juettce Committee 
Father Mike Tremmel ol St Thornaa Mora Pariah wd 
speak on "Reflections on a Journey to Zimbabwe. 
Africa" Sponsored by the Social Justice Committee 
Free and open to al Antjoch Room. St. Thome* More 
Pariah. 425 Thuratn 
3 p.m. - UAO Campua Film 
"Gone with the Wind." starring Clark Gable wH be 
shown  Free and open to all Gteh Film Theater. Henna 
8 p.m. - Concert 
vVxmist Mark Peskanov wil perform Tickets S7 and S5 
for students. SB and S7 for adults Kooacker Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
8:30 p.m. - United Christian Fellowship 
Spiritual Growth Group Open to al 313 Thurstm. 
8:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship Open to al 
313 Thurstm 
0:30 p.m. - German Club 
A German Stammbsch wB be held. Open to al. Myte* 
Pizza. 516 E  Wooster 
0:45 p.m. - Stargazing ^N~^ 
Sponsored by the physics and astronomy oepaVtasMt 
Open to all  Hek) only when the sky is dear. RoofTDl**, 
Science ^V' 
0 pm. - Worship Service 
Ftlowship of  Chrietlan  Students   Open to al   FCS 
Home. 128 S Coaege 
0:30 p-m. - UAO Campus Flan 
Sea 7 p.m. Friday. Oec  10 kiting 
Midnight - Caneatt FUms 
Fame of a Genesis concert and the Concert for Bania- 
deeh wB be shown. Free and open to al Mam Audito- 
rium. UnkreraXy Hal 
Saturday 
DlteemSir 11 
Friday 
December 10 
0:15 a.m. - Maaa 
SI Atoysms Church. 150 S. Entarprtae. 
10 am. - Board of Trustees 
Meeting Open to al Aaaembty Room. McFal Center. 
Noon-1:4S p.m. - Public Skating 
A cheap skate wil be held Admission for students a) 50 
cents with BGSU I D Ice Arena. 
12:30 p.m.-Mass 
St Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstm. 
1 p.m. - ( 
BGSU vs Eastern Michigan University. Eppler North 
2-0 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
The Little Red Schoolhouae wW be open for vfakation by 
th* general pubic. 
4 pm-Mae* 
St. Thomas Mora Church, 425 Thurstm 
1:30 p.m. - Meas 
St Atoysms Church. 150 S. Enterprise 
..
:
.«pj..VI**k.t*x». 
„• Women's warn at University of Dayton 
7 pja - UAO Campus Film 
So* 7 p m Friday, Dec. 10 listing 
7:30 p.m. - Chaautah Party 
A l*at* party with traditional food and games will be hek) 
Anyone intereated m attending should contact Hal at 
372-8734 Sponeored by the Jewish Students Group 
825 Third St.. AplS 
7:30 p.m. Hockey 
BQSU at Miami Urvvsrlsty (Oxford) 
3-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Sap 8 p.m Wednesday, Dec  6 bating 
0:30 p.m. - UAO Campua Film 
Sea 7 p.m Friday. Dec  10 bsong 
Sunday 
12 
8,10 s.m., noon - Mai* 
St. AJoyatu* Church, 160 S. Enterprise 
0:4$, 11 s.m. - Worahip Servtcas 
St Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 S College 
1:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
Chart* Community, Prout Chapel 
0:30, 11 a.m. - Worship Service! 
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E  Wooster 
3:30 a.m., I p.m. - Worship Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S Enterprise 
10 s.m. - Worahip Service 
Fret Presbyterian Church. 126 S Church 
10,11:1$ ajn., 1:15 p.m. - Mas* 
St. Thorn** Mors Church. 425 Thrustm 
10:1$ a.m. - Worahip Service 
i Church  1028 W Pearl 
10:30 ajn. - Worship Service 
Unvtvarafty Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster 
10:30 a-ay- Worahip Servtca 
by Active Chnsfisns Today  Alumni Room. 
11 *m - Warship Service 
Wood County Baptist Church wa) meet m the Constitution 
Room of the Howard Johnson's Motor ton.  1830 E 
Yrootter 
2-3 p-m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Th* Little Red Schooeiouse wH be open for visitation 
Free and open to al 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The annual Christmas concert of the Un .-."sitya Coae- 
gaakt Choral* and Chamber Orchestra wil be presented 
aeWailon SI for students. S3 for sdults Trie Universi- 
ty's Women's Chorus wH perform The Ceremony of 
Carols" m Ol* lobby of the music csnter preceding the 
concert. Kooacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
3:304:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m Wednesdsy. Dae. 8 listing 
0 pm - Veeper tTries 
United Chrietlan Feeowship 313 Thurstm 
* p.m. - Bible Study 
Wood County Bapest Church w* meet m the Constitution 
Room of the Howard Johnsons Motor bin,  1630 E. 
0 a.m.- Worahip Service 
Sponeored by "Unity." a rwrMJenommelonal 
Prout Chapel 
7 em.-7:30 am. - Exam Cram 
Free coffee, at* and hot chocolate wB) be aiaaahia for 
kea night Mudentt studying Sponaorad by th* Com- 
muter Oft Campus Organization Open to al. Commuter 
Cantor. Motsbr,. 
7:30 p.m. - Scuba Ctt* 
Meeting Open to al Cooper Pool, Student Rec Center 
I p.m. - Concert 
The University Jazz Combo* «■ perform. Free and open 
to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moor* Muatcal Art* Center 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m  Wedneedey. Dec. 8 keerig. 
0:30 tun. - Social iaiattii C Win 
Meeting. Open to at FreekJe Lounge. St Thomas Mora. 
425 Thurstm. 
Monday 
DmofttoU 
7:30 am 
St Aloyskjs Church, 150 S Eristrpftt* 
11:30 ajn 
St Thome* Mora Church, 425 Thunjbn 
2-3 p.m. - Public Skating 
Free admission with BQSU 1.0 toe Arena 
5 p-m. - UAO Toronto Trip Deedime 
Daedbne for sign up* for UAO'S trip to Toronto on Jan. 
15*17. Ful amount of $100 must be paid upon sign up 
Sponsored by UAO UAO Office. Third Floor. Union 
10 e.m.-7:30 a.m. - Exam Cram 
See 7 p.m. Sunday. Dec   1 2 bsong 
Tuesday 
fi — .—L —   \A i>*Wr-*fWi*ivv  n 
0:1$ em -I 
St Atoysms Church. 160 S Enterprise. 
11:30 a.m.-Maaa 
St Thome* More Church, 425 Thurstm 
2-J p.m. - Public Skating 
Free ■xeatllilii with BQSU ID  Ice Arena. 
8:30 p.m. - Basketball 
Women's loam va. Northern Kentucky UrWvereity Ander- 
son Arena. 
8 p.m. - Basket bail 
Men't team vs   St   Bortventur* University   Anderson 
Arena. 
10 p.m.-7:30 am - Exam Cram 
See 7 p m Sunday. Dae. 12 beting 
Wednesday 
Oovfjsvier 15 
7:30 am - Matt 
St Atoysms Church. 150 S. Enterprise 
11:30 am- I 
St Thomas More Church. 426 Thurstm 
2-3 p.m. - Public Skating 
Free admission with BQSU ID. toe Arena 
0-10 p.m. - PubttC Skating 
See 8 p m  Wednesday. Dec 8 bating 
Thursday 
16 
7 p.m. - Mass 
St Atoysbjs Church. 150 S. Enterprise 
740 p.m -1 
St Thomas Mors Church. 425 Thurstm 
Friday 
DtMM** 17 
0:1$ am-Mae* 
St. Atoysius Church. 150 S  Enterprise 
2 p.m. - Dining HeH 
University dm-ng table 
Christmas break 
Time 
haaa w» ctoee after lunch for 
2-3:30 p.m - Public Skating 
A cheap skate wB be hek). Adrnlaaton for students is 50 
cents with BQSU I D to* Anna 
7 p.m  - Besketbell 
Men's team at ami Classic wtth ami Wnoie State and 
Southern Nbnois universities (Urbane). 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Sea 8 p.m Wednesday. Oec. 8 bating 
Saturday 
DaramLtr lit tre^-avmrer   ro 
2 p-m. - Residence Hall Closing Tim* 
Unrvereity residence haaa wB close tor Christmas break 
4pm-at-eee 
SI   Thome* More Church. 425 ThursBn 
5:30 p.m. - Maaa 
St Atoyakia Church. 150 S Enterprise 
7:30 p.m. -1 
Women* Mam va   Wright State Unrverarty   Anderaon 
Arena 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Wedneedey. Dec. 8 bttmg 
0 p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team at Mni Ctaeeic wan bfcno-t bbno-t State and 
Southern Brae un-versWe* (Urban*) 
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MarZfDLS BG icers put to the test at Michigan Tech 
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION » A^ 
<f|) 
;Fri/Sat. Dec. 3 & 4 
Rocky III 
7:00 4 9 15 
Main Auditorium 
1.50 w/I.D. i 
Fri/Sal Dec. 3.4 
Black Christmas 
Midnight 
Main Auditorium 
$1.50 w/ID 
by Tom Hlsek 
sports reporter 
The 15-hour bus ride to 
Houghton, Mich., yester- 
day, was only the the be- 
ginning as Bowling 
Green's hockey team faces 
the Michigan Tech Huskies 
this weekend, in what BG 
coach Jerry York has said 
"will be the toughest series 
we've played this year." 
The roles of both teams 
are a complete reversal 
from last year's matchup 
in Michigan's Upper Pen- 
insula - one in which the 
Falcons threw away leads 
in both games to end up 
tying the Huskies, M, and 
losing, M. 
AT THE time, that tie 
represented   BG's   first 
Sun Dec. 5 
Apocalypse Now 
Main Auditorium 
2*0.5 00,8:00 p.m 
The Fraters of 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
would like to announce their 1982-83 Executive Council: 
Randy Stephan Prytanis 
Christopher S. Allen Epiprytanis external 
Earl S. Richards Epiprytanis internal 
Christopher S. Pryor Grammateus 
Mark S. Switala Crysophlos 
Albert W. Fabian Histor 
Micheal J. Janecek Hypophetes 
Raymond L. Herpy Pylortes 
Manuel T. Palomo Hegemon 
John W. Gray Exodolphus 
And welcome TKE Women: 
Mary L. Myers Housemother 
Carlyle L. Anthony Chapter Sweetheart 
Congratulations to old officers on a job well done! 
point in the Central Colle- 
giate Hockey Association 
as York was searching for 
increased and balanced 
scoring from his cellar- 
dwelling Falcons. Mean- 
while, coach Jim Nahr- 
gang's Tech squad was 
only a mediocre 2-3-1 in the 
CCHA. 
This season, though, 
York has more scoring ma- 
chines than he knows what 
to do with, as the Falcons 
are averaging 7.5 goals per 
Same after their scoring 
ourish against Notre 
Dame last weekend. BG is 
holding onto a narrow one- 
point lead over Michigan 
State in the CCHA race 
with a 10-1-1 league record. 
Tech was swept last 
weekend at Michigan 
State, snapping an eight- 
game win streak for the 
Huskies. But Tech is right 
on the heels of BG, sitting 
in a third place-tie with 
Northern Michigan at 8-4-0 
in the CCHA, M overall. 
"IF WE are to stay in 
contention for the league 
title we must do well dur- 
ing this stretch. The double 
loss at Michigan State hurt 
but we can bounce back 
with a pair of wins at 
home," Nahrgang said. "It 
won't be easy though, they (BG) are a high-powered 
team that can almost score 
at will. This will be the 
most severe test of our 
defense yet." 
Maturity is a lacking 
aspect of Tech's defense, 
as the Huskies' six retur- 
nees at that position collec- 
tively have only six years 
of collegiate hockey expe- 
rience. They are led by 
sophomore Mike Nepi, who 
played in the 1982 National 
Sports Festival tourna- 
ment, and senior Mike 
O'Connor, a 1980 draft pick 
of the Los Angeles Kings. 
BUT TECH will be with- 
out the services of de- 
fenseman Ward Sparrow, 
who suffered a shoulder 
injury against Michigan 
State. 
In the crease, sopho- 
more goalie Tom Allen was 
KAPPA 
KAPPA 
GAMMA 
3C#i« 
I    in 
wishes the 
their lives a very Happy Holiday! 
A New University Sorority 
will hold an Informational Meeting 
December 8, 7:30 p.m. 
205 Hayes Hall 
Open to All University Women 
LJebi & David 
Carin & John 
Gwen & Cords 
Debbie & Dale 
Katie & Kirby 
Penny & Joe 
Beth & Kevin 
Debbie & Tom 
Jody & Kevin 
Laura & I-arry 
Jennifer & Jim 
Connie & Kick 
Jeanne & Terry 
Karen & Daniel 
Amy & Paul 
Beth &  Jerry 
Dena & John 
Jennifer & Rick 
Linn & Shawn 
Leslie & Matt 
Mary & Eric 
MB.  & Jim 
Amy & Ray 
Dawn & Craig 
Becky & Gary 
Kerry & Mark 
Sonja & Tom 
Dianne & Chris 
Mary Jo & Rob 
Patti & Danny 
Dana & Dean 
Nancy & Joe 
Kelly &  Bob 
Brenda & Dan 
Jenny & Keith 
Chris & B.   Head 
Lunnette & Skully 
Bren & Hank 
Rita & Stu 
Marianne & Pete 
Sherry & Steve 
K.D.  & Scott 
Rachel & Rob 
Sharon & Shawn 
Becky & Shannon 
Jeri & Steve 
Judi & DC. 
Cathy & Dave 
Terry & Billy 
Lynda & Bob 
Lisa & Brad 
Laura & Conrad 
Jody & Randy 
Cheryl & Pete 
Julie & Kevin 
Terri & Joe 
Lori & Rich 
Kelly & Mark 
Mary & Charlie 
Ml 
PHI KAPPA TAU DOUBLE SECRET 
PROBATION DATE PARTY 
Bit HMr Uttrctnr Linn 
Don & Jennifer 
Braker & Smack 
Wally & Sara 
Quincy & Sam 
Jim & Sue 
T.J. & Julie 
Scott & Jillian 
Andy & Jenny 
Eric ft Jill 
Tom ft Jenny D. 
Roger ft Carrie 
Cookie ft Anne 
Steve ft Cherie 
Cld ft Natalie 
Watson ft Holmes 
Kouo ft Mercedes 
Dave ft Ann 
Doha ft Babbs 
Ruma Control ft Jeanine  Kip ft Kelly 
James Bond ft Miss Goodnight 
Hanch ft Cin Bin 
Rockford ft Angel 
Batman ft Catwoman 
Lenny Lobster ft Da—Niece 
Larry ft Lori Lobster 
Swoop ft Swoop's Date 
Maxwell Smart ft Agent 99 
Rob ft Ellen 
Randy ft Vitamin D. 
Columbo ft Charlie Chan 
Kaphooka ft Sue 
Stu ft Susan 
Wayne ft Terri 
Bo ft Susan 
Mic Dog ft T— Dog 
Clueseau ft Chaos 
Joe ft Denise 
Gigolo Joe ft Personal 
Underdog ft Sweet Polly 
the talk of the town after 
last season's performance 
which earned him the run- 
nerup spot in the CCHA 
voting for Rookie of the 
Year. 
A walk-on, Allen started 
his first collegiate game 
against the Falcons in the 
Huskies' 8-5 victory over 
BG last year, and he then 
came back with a fine 
showing in the CCHA play- 
offs, losing narrowly to 
BG, 2-1. 
The sophomore jinx has 
seem to hit Allen this year, 
though with not quite the 
severity that it hit former 
Cleveland Indians' star 
Joe Charboneau. Allen is 5- 
5 this season, while his 
Eoals against average has 
allooned to 4.27 from last 
season's GAA of 3.62. 
Tech's other goaltender, 
Mudge Tompsett, suffered 
his first loss against the 
Spartans last weekend, but 
has a fine GAA of 3.66. 
Offensively, Tech is led 
by right wing Steve Mur- 
phy - who has tallied 18 
points* including seven 
goals) this season - while 
center Jim Bissett has 
rung up 17 points in scoring 
twelve goals. 
Browns 
ready for 
Sunday 
BEREA, Ohio [API-The 
Cleveland Browns offense 
has been reworked to give 
it more punch, Coach Sam 
Rutigliano and his staff 
say. 
In National Football 
League  action since the 
Glayers' strike was tenta- 
vely settled, the Browns _ 
have scored a total of just 
21 points in a 10-7 win over 
the New England Patriots 
and in a 31-14 loss to the 
Dallas Cowboys. 
Some changes are being 
made since the acquisition 
Wednesday of fullback 
Johnny Davis and the re- 
lease of nose tackle Mark 
Buben. 
Nine-year veteran run- 
ning back Cleo Miller last 
saw action in the 21-17 
Browns' loss to the Phila- 
delphia Eagles in the sec- 
ond game this season, 
when he rushed seven 
times for 40 yards and 
caught two passes in relief 
of Mike Pruitt. Now Miller 
and Davis hold the same job. 
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LOOK FOR A SPECIAL EDITION 
OF THE B6 NEWS NEXT FRIDAY! 
*••••••••**•**•••••••••••••••••••••• 
WISHING YOU HAPPY HOLIDAYS!! 
«*fr<*!*fr«!fog^^ 
A Place 
To Move Together 
IMS  So-*  ttnm floatf   feMo.  OMD 43SM   JM-MM 
FREE PASS 
Good Through 12-30-82 
• MONDAY - ROCK NIGHT 
TOLEDO ROCKS « KNEE'S ROCKS TOLEDO 
• WEDNESDAY - LADIES NIGHT 
DRINK SPECIALS JUST FOR THE LADIES 
• THURSDAY - COLLEGE I.O. NIGHT 
I GET IN FREE WITH COLLEGE I.D. ( BEER SPECIALS 
• FRIDAY • MEN'S NIGHT 
, HONK SPECIALS I NO COVER FOR MEN 
• SATURDAY - "BEAT THE CLOCK" NI6HT 
SPECIAL TREATMENT AT THE BARS TILL 10:30 
• SUNDAY -IJOHNNYKNORR 
BIG BAND LIVE MUSIC 
happy hour 
all day 
every day 
all night 
every night 
Bowling Green 
BG News/December J.1H2 7 
Falcon cagers defeat Chico State, 66-50 
Bowling Green's Colin Irish shoots over a defender In last 
night's 88-50 victory over Chlco State In Anderson Arena. 
BG News photo/ 
Ron Hagler 
by Joe Menier 
sports editor  
After watching Bowling Green in 
last night's sloppy 66-60 non-confer- 
ence basketball victory over Chico 
State in Anderson Arena, it is easy to 
envision how the Falcons were able to 
Set blown off the court by Kansas, last 
londay. 
BG looked lethargic against Chico, 
especially in the first half, but the 
Falcons shook themselves awake at 
the start of the second Just Ions 
enough to string together a 14-2 burst 
that was too much for the Wildcats to 
make up. 
"This is about the way we've been 
playing and it's not too exciting," a 
somewhat subdued BG coach John 
Weinert said afterwards. "You just 
don't take shots from where we took 
them and end up being a good basket- 
ball team. There's no reason we 
should be 2-1." 
BUT, DESPITE playing sub-par 
basketball, the Falcons are 2-1 after 
their first three contests. The one loss 
was a big one, however - a 97-68 
blowout defeat at the hands of Kansas 
in Lawrence, Kan. 
"We've played one bad game (a 50- 
48 win over Cornell), one terrible 
game (Kansas), and then another bad 
one. In 21 years of coaching, I know 
that you play some good games and 
lose. You also play some bad games 
and win," Weinert said. "So far this 
season, we've played three bad 
games and we've done that twice." 
Just as at Kansas, the Falcons' 
opponent got out of the gate fast. After 
BG's David Jenkins scored the 
game's first basket, Chico State 
reeled off 10 straight pot its to jump 
out to a 10-2 lead. 
The Division II Wildcats then 
staved off all BG attempts to re-take 
the lead until Bill Faine dropped a 
little half-hook in with 3:18 left in the 
half for a 25-24 Falcon lead. 
FAINE'S three-point play just over 
a minute later gave BG its biggest 
lead of the half at 30-26, as the Falcons 
needed a 15-foot jumper from Joe 
Harrison with 46 seconds left just to 
take a two-point, 32-30 lead into the 
lockerroom at halftime. 
The scrappy Wildcats out-shot and 
out-rebounded BG in the opening half, 
holding a substantial 17-12 advantage 
on the boards and shooting nearly 61 
Kircent to just 41 percent for the 
alcons. 
The Falcons came out smoking at 
the start of the second stanza, though, 
and their 14-2 run right at the start 
gave them a 46-32 edge. 
"They came out at the start of the 
second half and got four or five quick 
baskets to break ahead, and then the 
officials made a questionable call. 
Young kids have a tendency to let 
things like that bother them too 
much," Chico coach Pete Mathiesen 
said. "I don't think it (the questiona- 
ble call) affected the outcome at all." 
THE PLAY in question apparently 
occurred when BG's Colin Irish drove 
the lane and committed a charging 
foul while making a layup. Several 
Wildcat players protested that the 
basket should not have been allowed, 
but the officials ruled otherwise. 
That basket by Irish gave the Fal- 
cons an even bigger lead at 52-36, and 
Mathiesen said that he felt his team 
then began to fall apart with just over 
11 minutes remaining. Irish quickly 
canned two more buckets for BG - 
sandwiched between a basket by 
Chico's Steve Knorr - and the Falcons 
had their biggest lead of the game, 56- 
•Jo. 
"I probably got madder at halftime 
than I have in a long time. I don't 
know if that was why we played a 
little better in the second half or not," 
Weinert said. 
DESPITE out-scoring the Wild- 
cats, 34-20, in the second half, the 
Falcons shot just 40 percent from the 
field. BG did improve on the boards, 
but still often had to scramble just for 
a second shot on offense. 
"The most important pass in bas- 
ketball is the pass before the assist 
that shifts the defense - and we're not 
making that pass right now," Weinert 
said. "If you take good shots out of a 
pattern, you get good second shots. If 
you don't take your shots out of a 
pattern, nobody's there to rebound." 
Bill Faine was virtually the only 
BG player to consistently hold his own 
under the boards, as he had 11 caroms 
to lead all players in that category. 
Faine also had 18 points. 
BG's David Jenkins played the best 
all-around game, as he hit nine-of-16 
shots from the floor, four-of-four from 
the line, and had five rebounds. Jen- 
kins' 22 points led all scorers. 
Colin Irish, hitting on just siz-of-17 
shots from the floor, was BG's only 
other player in double figures with 12. 
Tim Taylor led ChicoSUte by dril- 
ling eight-of-13 field goal attempts for 
18 points. Mike Clark was the only 
other Wildcat in double figures with 
10. 
Chico State, who lost to Ohio State 
last Monday and is now 1-3, concludes 
its Midwestern travel swing against 
Toledo in Centennial Hall, tomorrow 
night. 
"Hell, we just go out and 
We're not supposed to beat 
guys," said Mathiesen, whose CaUfop 
nia school does not award athletic 
scholarships. "Ohio State's gotta be 
concerned about winning; these guys 
(BG's players) have got to be con- 
cerned about winning. We're just hav- 
ing fun." Y,The highlight of our trip Is yet to 
come - we've got 15 tickets to the 
Browns-San Diego Chargers' football 
game in Cleveland on Sunday." 
Support the 
BG fouls aid EKU **^dfc^ 
women cagers 
Bowling Green's wom- 
en's basketball team was 
"brought back to earth" 
last night by Eastern Ken- 
tucky after an upset win 
over Detroit in its season- 
opener, last Monday, had 
them flying high. The Fal- 
con cagers lost a see-saw 
battle to the Colonels, 83- 
79, in Richmond, Ky. 
BG was very much into 
the game until the end 
when Falcon Jeanne Arn- 
zen sank two free throws 
with just 38 seconds re- 
maining in the contest to 
cut EKU's lead to 81-79. 
WITH TIME running out 
on the Falcons and the ball 
up for grabs in a last-sec- 
ond scramble, a BG eager 
fouled EKU's Lisa Gooden 
as the buzzer rang. Gooden 
sank both ends of a one- 
and-one free throw oppor- 
tunity to round out the 
scoring. 
The Falcons came 
storming out from the start 
to take an early 8-2 lead, 
but were soon cooled off by 
the resurgent Colonels as 
they out-scored BG, 19-4, in 
one stretch midway 
through the first half and 
finished the period with a 
five-point, 46-41 advan- 
tage. 
EKU WAS aided in the 
victory by frequent BG 
fouls and "rubbed salt in 
the wound" of the Falcons' 
foul troubles by sinking a 
torrid 29-of-34 from the 
free-throw line. BG was 17- 
of-25 from the line. 
Gooden led the way for 
the Colonels with 23 points, 
followed by Tina Wermuth 
with 15. 
Chris Turtle led BG with 
18 points followed bv Cary 
McGehee with 17. BG se- 
nior Melissa Chase scored 
10 points in the game and is just three points shy of 
becoming BG's second 
woman eager to overcome 
the 1,000-point career bar- 
rier. Turtle has a total of 
1,132. 
EKU upped its record to 
2-1, while BG dropped to 1- 
1 for the season. The Fal- 
cons bring their show 
home this Tuesday for a 
5:30 matchup with Cleve- 
land State. 
•MmyiaMU St*** Oo^S 
presents 
an informative 
discussion with 
Cary Brewer, 
University Registrar 
Monday, Dec. 6, 7:30-9p.m.   110 B.A. 
To Answer Questions Concerning 
His Position As Registrar 
Bengals' 'D' stopping run 
1
 COUPON 
CINCINNATI (AP) -Cin- 
cinnati's "WEB" defense 
and corps of linebackers 
hasn't exactly caught on as 
a nickname. But they're 
getting plenty of notice 
from the NFL's big-name 
linebackers. 
Thus far, no t<.am has 
made 100 yards rushing 
against the Bengals in the 
four games played, nor 
have the big-name runners 
done well. 
HOUSTON fullback Earl 
Campbell, who averages 
136 yards a game, was held 
to 82. Frank Pollard, Pitts- 
burgh's leading rusher, 
was held to 14 yards. Both 
confrontations were before 
the strike. 
The first week after the 
strike. Philadelphia's Wil- 
bert Montgomery man- 
aged just 32 yards. Then 
Raiders' rookie Marcus Al- 
len was held to a net total 
of zero, while running 
mate Kenny King collected 
31 yards. 
Houston managed a total 
89 yards rushing against 
Cincinnati and, after four 
games, the Bengals are 
giving up an average of 
52.5 yards on the ground to 
lead the league. The sec- 
ond best team against the 
rush is New Orleans, aver- 
aging 73 an outing. 
The linebackers are also 
stuffing the ball carriers 
while the down linemen 
are controlling opposing 
offensive lines. 
"I think our front seven 
is one of the best in the 
league," said Glenn Cam- 
eron, inside linbacker. 
i 5CX OFF 
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 50* 
OFF ANY LARGE 
D- SERVANT & 
FIREWORKS 
CONCERT! 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
SUNDAY. DEC. 5th at 7:30 P.m. 
GflJtND BALLROOM. STUDENT UNION 
TICKETS $5.00 IN ADVANCE 
OR $6 00 AT THE DOOR 
i 
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Alpha Gams and their Dates 
CELEBRATE NEW YEAR'S EVE 
Dec. 3, 1982 
1\ c 
0 
HAPPY 
NEW 
O 
t y> ^^6 
Wayne, Ohio 
Ph. 352-5166 
203 North IDain 
One Coupon Per Sub - Good Thru 
Expires 12 / Jl / 
COUPON 
#IM<^itMMIIMM<t»IMMM4lfrtl|MMMMM| 
SEND A SPECIAL 
CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 
TO YOUR FRIENDS 
FRIDAY       An Entertainment Utility    Unemployment Party 
If you're unemployed, the Dixie Electric Co., wants to help you. We know you're 
low on money, so we planned a party especially for you. You don't need a job 
to party at the Dixie. 
! 
SATURDAY After-Hours Party 
That's right! This Saturday the Dixie Electric Co. will remain open until 4:00 a.m. And to keep ^ 
you going until 4:00. Midnight Madness will be one full hour long.'—"——— ~X— -""T 
So stay out after hours with the Dixie   Electric Company. 
4« IM..I..I—N UUMt 
FREE PASS 
Good Friday or S»iurday 
Expires Dec. 4ih 
I 
In Friday, Dec. 10th BG News) 
Deadline: Wednesday Dec. 84 p.m. 
106 University Hall 
■ M 3. 1912 
CLASSIFIEDS 
CAMPut/crrv EVENT. 
Come reef) SW«n Paetrartl. The 
OMn of th* Csaepe »' talucahor. 
whwaanvn^MllaaeelfiaelaKOS' 
Jon tf it N fcetioliu, Room Ithe 
2nd floor of no Uno»| of. Monday 
D*c   6 M 7 00   »»lilnil by ino 
iS*»e* 
atOA. Al»h» *M MNl W» tBoHfllli. 
NkW lOtta avToasrso Wed 
OK  en 3 30 MSfH*«iO> 
-rm—iiL «MTicl wijona nr 
MINDERS SAT OSC 4TH AT 8 00 
B THE CJO MATTY   p»l£»RATE 
THE   END c*  me  SEIAESTER' 
MONOAV    DEC    6TM   AT   7 30   IN 
ii2B-A*AejoyemNa vwi FROST ANO HANK SUMMNIA 
FROM    WOOD   CTY     PROBATION 
wa SPEAK LETS HAWE A GOOD 
TURNOUT' 
North Wool OHM Fro* People s A» 
eno*. moo) st 8 00 Mondoy Doc S 
Place lo 00 l«lli«m lor roaro ereo 
col 36281'5 
On Mondoy Doe 6 1082. Doon' 
Albert Bare* Irom Iho Ohio twtrtfrern 
Cosege ol Low wO speak to OH 
nlimnil •MrtonSj Irem I 4 00 p in 
the Feculty Lounge ol mo Urnon 
'0 1 
r&fcr. «TUOB*T. FO* Urtf itfCTING 
Saturday. Dec 4. *t 1 30 p m 
Perry,&oe*ier» Raom . Umo» 
For more **o ool 3M-M61 
iDk.Hk.7#ni  'h 
ring TQQOI. ft IIIIQIII AAwU. 82 
«rm.HiM ol doo<  InnmM by 
■0)0 sseilih. »*»d—l <jroo»- 
UM pacsEters AM ■WORMATTVE 
DISCUSSION WITH CART BREWER 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR MON- 
OAV. DEC S. T 30-9 00 pm 110 
BA to antaor qioyihom canponvng 
ha) P0M«Jn«O'fo«°» 
LOST AND POUND 
tool   6 mo  *M 
Answers Ml** 
OOOJO.1 LAO PuoOV 
nay** or Oner.  CM 
LOST   «IR»r.Cnl.   gtWcAom.   B 
ond noon Lex n Lacker Roam 11- 
30 MUCH laifeMlQlMa) value CM 
352 6QS4 
mots 
Need   no* IS •rMaWAMTON.   NEW 
YORK oi -o»*y an Ooc  17 or IS 
WO Pa, ha* Ol aa* OAPOPMO   CM 
372-0380 4etra or JS2-4463 Uk 
rnoooobotrltiil '"'"Jf *tM^' 
U-  I*'   tttHYMMtflo*^ Mfofr^taMMaMt, 
■■TIM aM.a.l.raJBaao.pl DOC 3- 
i von, MMMI W hw Mr •- 
SERVICE* owflfw* 
ABORTION 
TtX»Fa« 
• AM— iron Pol 
l-*Ov-43SA03l 
AU YOUR TYPING NEEDS 
PROFESSIONALLY DONE 
CALL 352-4017 
Expeil Typing 
rownHiMK 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
OiaaortiBpnB. Tfvasts etc 
3«2:q«3S 
TUCKE« TYPING 
CflBaBiBtO. OlAUOfA*. earsen*. 
Nom* 352-0809 
PERSONAL 
That 
Tho Pnq>mialla».»M tMimlnqi 
Saturday 1:00 BWL 
tasssAssK 
AU  M OWfRHAOS   JON   OFF 
FLAP POCKET ui coaoa. REG 
MN ■ SALE  PiaCt * 115.0*. 
JEAN M- TMaaM UI  MOW ST 
OPEN TC^ia.qL^gO        
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
SunOey. Dae «(h 
NMPC ICS CREAM SAVOAL' 
NE Commono 7 00 0 00 
CoAlSl 00 
AU YOU CAW EAT  
Alpha Dart* Pi announces Shan U>« 
•nan aa us ooa,njahohaarrres". ond 
AnoYoo Foigaa a> at'• oew «A»*« ' 
rush cnarmari feeed luck for o sue 
caAJtfulyaa' 
Coo-y. OoM U* oo *m LS«TTi. 
AkHlo Qomma DoHa choors its '.loo- 
cool son* chooson OB 1983 o"en 
h*on loodors K Vandorvort R 
Ruzotj. M Zollo S WoodHf B 
Waion and M Scnobotocn Once 
aoan. Alpha Oomo aro proud ol our 
campua loodorona) 
Alpha Phl'i. Tho PM IM'O »IH ba 
out In lull torco kMbjM. (In our 
aprtty aao) bar.) A good Urao la 
aaaranMod lor HI Sao ya ihorol 
Altontion A&aooal* MombarS ol P> 
Kappa Phi tomorrows the day ol yum 
long awanad activahon Oat paychod 
to anMr and learn me aacrats ol our 
Drolharhood It w*1 Da a day to ra- 
morhbar and whan it's over LETS 
PARTY" GOOD LUCK PI KAPPS' 
Arkjnhon Sig Epa Prepare yOutaaO 
tor one ol the greataal hmaa ot your 
Mo- Thn Greol GalaOy Dale Party1 Oal 
PayeftoQ' 
BACCHUS IS COMPOS" 
BACCHUS IS COMING1" 
BACCHUS IS COMING'" 
BACCHUS IS COMING'" 
WATCH FOR MORE DETAILS 
SPRING SEMESTER. 1983 
BACCHUS B comng 
lo Bowong Groani 
Spring Samoalor   1983 
BUY YOUR FALCON 
PAINTERS CAP TODAY' 
972-I2SS ■ iOO ANOEaBtOM 
Cheryl WeSe Jual mink- altar Sun- 
day. uptown wont Do abk» to take 
your lake ID'S away anymore Hope 
you have a great 19th birthday1 Love 
ya. Sue 
Chnatmas  gill  ideas'  Autographed 
BQSU hockey stick  baakaibal Mr- 
say  #1  rootbal lersey aurooraphad 
by '■Cowboy' Jones, art. booka and 
cralls December 1 -4 at UCF. corner 
ot Usage and Thurakn Sta 
Comng soon lo a radio station near 
you   THE CHANGE WFAL   680 am 
Congratulations Mark Dabkowski tor 
becorrwng the now LH Se> advisor lor 
mo   Sweathaarts   ol   ATO    Were 
lookinfl torward to working with you 
Cuslomlied T-Sharta S Mr say • for 
your group or oraaalaatran 
Lowest PHceaFaal Delivery 
 Call Jtrti 353-7011 
DAVE AQEE-NO CAKE THIS 
YEAR—BUT I'LL RAISE MY OLASS 
IN SILENT TOAST TO YOU* 21 ST 
BIRTHDAY    WISHES    FIOM 
FRANCE. LOVE MAMC.  
Dave N and Tma. The champagne 
wi How and ma baaoona w* pop' 
Causa' ma tun Degaie at 12 o clock 
AGO Mock Now years Eva1 Love 
Squrral and CaDty 
10 gallon aquarium with hood, spe- 
cial H2.95. NOW IHAOOGM SUM- 
DAY AT DAVY JONES LOCKER. 17S 
S. Haiti SI. 3M-IMB.  
Delta Gamma » 
ChriMmaa Saaal foraaal 
OacambarS. 1002  
DENNIS R. 
YOU AM A DOORKNOB' 
 OOTCMAII 
CHI OMEGA NEOPHITES-AMY. 
JBLL DANA AND BECKY ACTIVA- 
TION WIU BE HERE SOON-CLEAR 
YOUR MIND ANO THOUGHTS ANO 
REMEMBER YOUR ACTIVE SIS- 
TERS ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU' 
LOVE IN THE BONDS   YOUR AC- 
TTVE SISTERS  
Flash and Foesh Thanks lor trying, 
but you should know that rad heads 
are   born   Bartenders   Og'   P S    i 
lound one anyway  Later  
Fluent m French. Gorman. Portu- 
guaas. Spamsh Danes*. Dutch or 
Finnish'' Have agpa ol 3 3 or 
batter' Consider studying abroad 
through the international Student Ex- 
change Program Costs based on 
BGSU loos Contact the Center (or 
Educational Options 1231 Aomin 
BMg I lor moro information English 
language sides too in Great Britain 
Australia Hong Kong. Scotland Ni- 
gone. Malta Kenya and others 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT COL- 
LEGE STATION—LAOrES NIGHT1 
8 p m -10 p m CONDUCTORS 
SPECIALS EVERY HOUR ON THE 
HOUR 8 p m -1 1 p m LOCATEO IN 
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA 
Getting MerueeV We sol or rent bridal 
i Dndesmaos gowns A Wedding 
Craabon. 38 Hawyck Or. Toledo 
Ohio-i-53i 3467 t   bat    wast  ol 
Reynolds oil Hill Ave 
MART. 
HAPPY   BIRTHDAY   BABE1   I   HOPE 
YOU ENJOY IT   LOVE   YOUR BABE 
Haw  Unlimited.   141  w.  Wooatar. 
353-32«i    Hair  osra tor  man  t 
aroeneo at a raaaoaaola price. 
HAPPY BIRTHOAY LORI ANDER 
SON'" So you're not a teenager any 
more1 One year WI lil the big 21" 
OH ready' rrn 
HAPPY 40TH BIRTHDAY 
SHARON' 
SMGGIL  
HEY BETA LITTLE SIS S-l hope you 
and your dates aro paychod tor to- 
night because I am See ya at Kety's 
U .  ..  ._ 
Hay Guys' WO you ba toasting in the 
Now Year with an Alpha Gam to 
realtf'"'  
Hey1 Hey1 Alpha Srg'a. Beta's. TKE's 
and larkaa ol Alph XI Dee* and Ct> 
Omega, gat ready tor a night ol rock- 
rwol <«anrty w*h the brothers ol Pi 
Kappa PAH Ttaa rsght w« be a>>- 
tanaa' aa good. Laaa do 0*' 
Hey Pt« Taua. Gat out your no* and 
shades' The Alpha Phi's are ready to 
have a super time tonight  
HEY SIC SIC WHERE HAVE YOU 
BEEN' WE MISS YOUi THE ALPHA 
PHI'S 
•••MOUOAYaW" 
Heavy Houra everyday. aH day 
eeep nlraH AU NsOHT 
How about the beat Spaghetti Dinner 
you've over raarm it s Set   Dec am 
from 4-6pm   S3 00 a ptale  
N you've got rythym than get The 
Beat Groove wttn WFAL and The 
Beat on Mon . Dec 8 Drink Speciele 
and Ira* aoYnaiaron vhth BQ O. 
Jam at The Bael. Mon . Dec 8 wit 
WFAL and NORMAN - a local BG 
band Prizes, drink specials and tree 
aometaion with BG 10 For more 
mlormetion and directions cal WFAL 
at 2-2354  
JENNY CRIPPEN 
HAPPY BIRTHOAY 
FINAUY 21" 
HOPE YOUR DAY WAS AS SPECIAL 
AS YOU ARE TO US   LOVE. THE 
OROUP  
JOANtS 0EPA4ANO 
I'm so proud to have you 
part ol the larmry' 
Am I lucky, or whaf 
__^ Love. Jarrae 
KAPPA DELTAS ANO DELTA ZE- 
TAS. THANKS FOR AU THE HELP 
MON NIGHT WITH THE DINNER 
FORDR ANO MRS OLSCAMP THE 
BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSH.ON 
KAPPA DELTAS ANO FUI'S HAD 
AN EXCELLENT TIME IN SUNNY 
CALIF .  BEACH BUMS OF DELTA 
UPSILON  
Kenny "Adidas' MuOn Have an 
excellent    time Sat   at your LSAT 
Good kick kid1 Love     Ace_  
Kim McTigue Cong/«uB)Bone on 
your Alpha Ctn-Sig Ep levakermg 
Your sisters couldn't ba happier 
Good luck lo the bom ol you  Love 
the AXO's  
Ladies ol Phi Mu 
Get pysched 'causa Santa Claus la 
coming to town lor the Second An- 
nual Phi Mu - Sigma Nu Chnatmas 
Party The Brothers ot Sagme Nil 
Lisa Kohr I hope our friendship wO 
become a strong and everlasting one 
I can t think ol a near parson lo have 
aa my Hue' SAE Love. Rich  
LKHa Kalhy McDonough. Hare's 
Welcoming you lo the house ol the 
heart. Welcoming you to the lamlly 
ol Iowa. Though the road Is long 
which has lust begun. The mem- 
ories, limes, end years sure will ba 
lun, As our Inrmdahip will be a vary. 
vary line one. Congrats and love. 
Sag Mike.  
Lucia, your bag 22. Yea! mm know 
you've boon 'hungrily' awaiting it 
Sorry   no  Sony   Waatman .   Lacie 
Joel «Co  
Mac Quad - Don't ba left out In the 
cold on Dae. 4. Buy your tickata lor 
ma Snowball Dance now 11  
Make aa* your dreams come true with 
a lock vi from a Kappa Sigma atardus- 
ter Dae 6. 7. 8 10-12pm recerve 
cookies, mvk and a bad time story 
Cal 372 4875 or 352-7788 
Man Malone Who would ol thought 
it-the taght ol tho Tea We thought 
B-g-Boysig' was your destiny We 
were mistaken. Mfle did we know a 
pmrvng was in the planning lor you 
and your beau Congratulations on 
your   Th*ta   Chi-Pht   Mu   pmnmg   to 
Dave' Lova the Pta Mus  
Man A Yodaa. 
Congrats on your Pta Mu • Thela Chi 
PllaMaNO?' Wasnt getting 'Bag 
Boyed enough' Besides. I didnt 
think Thela Ys" had pms Love 
Mans lavonte iltle P S YorJes. you 
peked a turkey ol a day to got 
p-nnod1 
MARTAY I'm reaay looking tor- 
ward to GatsDy" B B M.I wO never 
be the same since HERB <s gone and 
ROBBIE   wi!   be   leaving   POIMA 
NENTLY'  
MCAT GMAT. LSAT. ORE classes 
now accepting enfcamants m Toledo 
Also special holiday compact 
classes Stanley H Kaplan Educatio 
rial Corner   (4191536-3701  
MAS HAWK. LET'S MAKE A DATE 
FOR CHURCH THIS SUN.. LOTS TO 
SE THANKFUL FOR! LAHPHEAR 
Wash for laaa at 
THE, WASH HOUSE 250 N.Mam 
Sorrtathrng   new   a   happening   at 
WFAL. 680am Tuna in next semes- 
ter  
Petey. Hope your 20th « the Great 
esl1 Always remember al the good 
times Were Jammm . It's Morning' 
elc QMS P S You can have a Itahi 
Phi Psi's - Have a good party on Fn 
and look forward to the Christmas 
party! Have a good weekend A Little 
Sja  
PneciOa- Sorry, can't make our wed- 
ding next tea. I'm on to the University 
of New Mexico on the National Stu- 
dent Exchange Lova John PS 
Maybe you can go. too Check it out 
with Nancy Miaei Cti ol Educ Op 
tions 231 Admin Bklg (372-0202) 
RODNEY. STEVE ADAM TOM. S 
SCOTT- ARE YOU READY FOR A 
FUN-FrUEO. EXCITING EVENOvG 
WITH 5 FANTASTIC OZ'S' GET PSY 
CHEO FOR THE DZ - NEW YEARS 
EVE DATE PARTY TOraXJHTf ROD 
NE Y - DON'T FORGET YOUR DARK 
GLASSES S PEARL ALE - MIX 
WANTS TO FIGURE OUT THE THE 
RIOOLES. AT LEAST THAT WAY 
SHE WON'T GET BOREDi STEVE - 
OONT FORGET YOUR ROU-A- 
WAY BEO - LESUE WANTS TO 00 
TO BEO (OOPS' WE MEAN TO 
SLEEP!). ADAM - WHEN IN 
OOUBT. OPJNK BEE S GET A 
BACK RUB - TPJSH WONT HOLD 
IT AGAINST YOUi (EVEN IS YOU 
ARE ON THE TOP BUNK') TOM - 
MAKE SURE YOU BRING THAT 
FUNKY MUStC" WATCH OUT FOR 
THOSE CAR BUMPERS S FLYING 
PHONES - YOU WOULDN T WANT 
TO HIT KAREN S MAKE HER DIZZY' 
SUPER COOt'. SCOTT -ITS NOT 
JUST (YOUR) IMAGINATION RUN- 
NrN' AWAY WITH (YOU)" -ITS 
UVEGAS - SHE WANTS TO GET 
LESD" AGAIN' GET READY TO 
ROCK THE CASBAR WITH 
MISSIES) GOODY TOO-SHOES' IT 
WIU BE A NIGHT VOU'U NEVER 
FORGET' OZ LOVE. KATHI. LESUE. 
TRISH. KAREN   i BETH  
Santa has been contacted by the 
Setters ol PHI MU... AJ wa want for 
Chnatmas is lo celebrate with SIGMA 
MUM Sea you tomghli Lova. The PI* 
Mus  
Scon t Randy. Gal psyched to great 
the New Year with the Alpha Gams' 
0*0 orkTtrra Da great' Peruse a Kathy 
Shag M you drag, boa bop to you 
drop with WFAL and The Beal-Mon 
Dec   6   Drink specials and Iree ad 
iraaaton wati BOP.  
Saettee. K's a aura bat. you'll ba 
th* bast ponwnarattal Good Luck 
thra weekend. Love, Your ftoorrwas- 
Today la the last day to gat your AD 
PI Selloorve-Giem. Hurry' Available 
m the Utrtaon Foyer.  
Steve Auto S Bonks New Year's Eva 
has arrived We hope the lour ot us 
wO survive Whan the clock slr*es 
mklrwjht, we wont say goodnight. 
Because the party wO have lust 
begun' Gel Psyched1 Love Your 
Alpha Gammma Delta dates- AJanna A 
Sue  
STORE YOUR BIKE 
f 15.00 for entire winter 
includes spring tune-up 
PUHCELL'S BIKE SHOP 
St Nek Says  Cal 372-4882 today 
and wish Laurie a vary Happy Birth- 
day on Dec 6i  
THE CHI OMEGA EXEC WOULD 
LIKE TO WISH ALL THE SISTERS 
THE BEST OF LUCK ON ELEC- 
TIONS' THE DEDICATION AND 
SPIRIT OF EACH SISTER WIU BE A 
GREAT ASSET TO THE CONTINU 
ING BONO OF SISTERHOOD 
WE'RE BEHIND YOU 100%   LOVE. 
CHIOEXEC  
The La" SaV of ATO would eke to 
thank BO Best and John Hamilton lor 
al their help with the annual Thanks 
grvmg Dinner We coutdn t have done 
it without both ol you  
The PommerettoB are Coming! 
The Pommerettee aro Coming! 
Saturday 8:00 p.m. 
Aiadaf son Araria  
I THIS IS ITi) We're looking forward to 
pertyvig tonight with our lavonte man 
• The Kappa Srgs' The Starduster 
Pledgee  
Tree!   yourself  for   the   Holidays1 
With a carefree perm (130.00. rag. 
SAO) or a precision cut (SS.OO, rag. 
S10.) with Mmdy or Dianna. 
Roman'a Hair Designers 
Stadium Plata 352-2107. 
TO  CM  OMEGAS   SPRING  NEO 
PHITES—THE SISTERS WANT YOU 
TO KNOW HOW VERY PROUD WE 
ARE OF EACH AND EVERY ONE OF 
YOUi    KEEP.    THE    ENTHUSIASM 
AND  CHl-O   OEDrCATION-YOUR 
EFFORTS  ARE  GREATLY  APPRE- 
CIATED! LOVE. YOUR ACTIVE SIS- 
TERS  
WATCH FOR THE KAPPA SIGMA 
STARDUSTER TUCK-IN DEC 8 7 
8 trom 10-12 Dm Recerve cookies 
maV. and a bed time story Cal 372- 
4875 or 352-7788  
Waness 
Can you say ii' 
Sura you can 
Walesa...  
WITH  YULE  TIDE  CHEER THESE 
CELTS WILL HELP THE OZ'S RING 
IN THE NEW YEAR' 
two PETE 
CUBS PUGSLY 
DAN ROSS 
MIRE TINY TIM 
MIKE OET PSYCHED FOR  A 
WILD PATE PARTY!  
Whets ttva. another Thela Ch> Bag 
Boymg' Congratutalions Eva and 
Delta Gamma MB on your mafor 
step Thankluty. we know you cannot 
get lavafcered because you don t have 
the money   Later  
Yodes Congratulalons onyour That* 
Cht — Phf Mu prmmg to Man Funny 
how it rust happened lo take piece on 
turkey dey The Brothers Later 
YOur campus radto stahon-WFAL 
680 am-haa bean hard at work mak- 
vtg changes within its formal system 
Tune m 2nd Semester lor more da- 
1 Gor-noto 
6 Fresh. *uilw Ivatt 
used for bajt 
10 NeoMtrchiltcl 
13 Slowisawn 
U FVsni'slauiS.na 
ISaaWtaatMT 
V -—- B*MCh. Fla 
a tUmBlOfs 
•) v*astt»raJ poom 
54 "To onda 
bone ond.. 
55 Shows gnoi 
IT tJoiwiOBttions 
m 
eifimw — 
- immmt) 
16 UlW.M'UW -HUono  
17 Chl+mLmim M WMB: Ul 
1» Au|h-»roj(-A 
DaMt^MMai 
frntw 
tlOMtjMa 
a (a^owj \t»»mn» 
2* rw*+mim ■ 
rco** 
. Jp 
MHAJtlAl.        . 
ao iilAlPaS H«a*i: 
4 AAaujy.ttaswrte 
i.taTAlMOjOOOOm 
• aw1aj»*h/gArT*lo- 
ia»y> BACK or 
•6HI    tataWrrtO 
— 
21 Modgsi 
memoroblo 
mem Dor ol 
NAACP 
24 Sports loaflu* and 
olhors 
25 Nonslianod: Abbf 
26 Gamble 
27 19th Ptosioont 
28 Basic, tor shot 
30 Mind 
32 Exclamations 
33 Adds up, U 
scores 
38 — VanctJ. 
S.S-van Dins 
sleuth 
36 Voyage sand 
40 Make paints 
HlHiat 
42 Uounaaa about 
43 Energy a«cy 
44 Pool9tro*es 
06 "—- Tuaadiy. 
This Must Be 
aH.ltj.iam~ 
46 Gymnast 
CoaTianacI 
47 Short fora 
aombaars' 
raangout 
49 Muslcolorooe 
60 Verb with •thou 
61 Ten Pielu 
92 Siding 
66 Direction 
—. THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
1932 Los Angeies Times S,"0icate 
l are now lormmg tor LSAT. 
ORE. GMAT. MCAT, FLEX, and 
ECEMG Stanley Kaplan Education 
Cantor Toledo Orxo 1-538-3701 
FOUND CAMERA - can Maureen al 
354-3038 after 5 pm wth n 3 days 
10 gaaon agaariai wtth head, spe- 
cial $12.OS. now through Sunday. 
DAVY JONES LOCKER • 17S S. Main 
It SS4-ISS8 
WANTED 
Frmmte tor Univ Villoga. 
S90. m « electricity Coll 352- 
2193.  
F needed S820iaem Furn no bate 
except  erac    352 1966    Available 
12-17-82  
F Rmmlo needed for next sem Nice 
Apt    Rani   Nagooabas    352 6967 
Sendee  
F    Rmmte  needed  Spr    Sam-Low 
Rent  Sublease race apt  on sixth st 
Non-smoker  354-1955 Mary Jo 
F. RMMTE SPR. SEAL FURN. APT. 
CAU TERW 3S4-2SSS.  
F      Rmmle.    Your    own    Ddrm 
S132 50/mo 352-3116  
F RMTE NEEDED SPR SEM 2 
BORM 2 FL BATHS FURN APT 
WrOSWSHfl G DSPSL CABLE TV 
AC. LAUNDRY FAC . X-TRA CLOS 
ETS HEATPO S MORE S100MO 
CALL 354-3008  
F Rmte to share I Ddrm apt next to 
TO s 352 1798 ot 352 7033 
F ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER FURNISHED 
APT ON N SUMMIT RENT NEQO- 
TIABLE CALL JOY 354-2273 
F ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBL 
2 BORM APT CAMPUS MANOR 
RENT NEGOTIABLE   CALL DEWSE 
AT 354 3030  
F student needed to 10 4 person apt 
at Campus Manor Wtr Semester Cal 
352 9302 or 352 7385 eves 
Graduating December? Need 1 or 2 
parsons to sublet apt. WIMhrop 
Terrace. Napoleon Road. 352-4S4S 
 Hatpt  
Mala or Female rmmle needed'305 
S Main St Slop by anytime or cal 
889-9199   to   leave   message   (no 
phonal  
Mate roommate naeded-S 125/month 
plus electric   Excellent location  Cal 
Kan 352-5803  
M ROOMATE NEEDED SPRING 83 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS ONLY PAY 
ELECTRIC    ANO   St 18 mo     352 
2215  
Rmmte    needed    SlOOmo    Near 
campus 352 0586 or 372 2880 
Rmte. wanted. S137fmo. Own Ddrm 
wf   Health    Spa.    Ulil    pd.    a.capl 
lights 352-2880.  
Roommate needed 
SIOOfMo 
 352-9343  
Subleaee lor Spr Sam 1 Ddrm apt 
4495 Entarpnaa   Nice place   heat 
rent 354 3047 alter 4 p.m  
t-2 male rmte needed lor 3 bdrm 
turn house on 7th SI Own Ddrm 
S125 lull Cat days 353-5751 
and ask tor Gary or evening. 669- 
2488  
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER FURNISHED 
APARTMENT ON NORTH SUMMIT 
CALL JOY AT 354-2273  
Rmte needed lor spr sem race apt 
Srmtes Cal 354-1904  
2 OR 1 RMTE (Si NEEDED FOR 
SPR SEM 1 MIN WALK TO CAM- 
PUS DISHWASHER S 2 FULL 
BATHS. COMPLETE FURN 
S12S/MO CALL LISA OR CINDI 
354 1998 
RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING SE 
MESTER 2 BLOCKS FROM CAM 
PUS  S95 PER MONTH CAU 352- 
8384  
2    MALE    ROOMMATE    NEEDED. 
SPRING SEM - UNIVERSITY VIL- 
LAGE. PLEASE CALL 354-1003 
2 Roommates lo share 4 Ddrm house 
w,3 others $100 mo 303 E Merry 
St Cal 354 1543  
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
TO SHARE 2 PERSON APT   FOR 
SPRING SEM   CALL 352 8842 
M     ROOMMATE    FOR    APT      TO 
SHARE  W   3 OTHERS   S80 MO 
CALL 352-7917  
F. RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER FURNISHED APT. CALL 
M2-7847.  
Vacancies tor 2nd semester houses. 
apts . and saigas rooms lor male and 
tornale atudenta AJ near campus -cal 
352 7365  
WANTED 2 F Rmmle Spring Sem 
$100 S utStNnvmo  204 S  Summit 
3526374  
Person to lublooio brand new apart 
merit on 9m and High 352 5620 
2 Female Roommates needed Spring 
Semester Close lo Campus. 2nd and 
High Cal Erica al 352 4082 
F Rmte needed 2nd samaatar 
non-smoker.    $560 sem      521     E 
Merry   cal 352-391 5  
F. ROOMMATE NEEDED 
OWN ROOM 
RENT NEOOTIABLE 352-2114 
F   NEEDED SPR   SEM   OWN BED 
ROOM    $85'MO   E    MERRY   ST 
CALL 352-0522  
2 bedroom apartment 
dose to campus  Sublease January 
May Cal 352-2215  
■EAT THE BO WINTER! I 
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
t Ddrm turn apt to sublease 2nd 
Sem Excellent lor 1 or 2 persons 
Grad or Undergrad RENT NEGO 
TIABLE. Quiet and Inendty neighbors 
Cal Mark -3i2 1943 trom 7 10 pm 
1 F rmte needed immediately 
$85/mo own bdrm Cal 352 9107 
1 M or F needed lo sublease 1 
bdrm unlurn apt  Close to campus 
354-3162  
1 or 2 people lo sublease apt dose 
lo campus lor spr sem II interested 
cH 353-3085 alter 6 pm  
1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED 
SUPER CLOSE TO CAMPUS $100 
* MONTH SPRING SEMESTER 
3524457  
2 students   needed   lor   5   Ddrm 
house. Spr' Sem 319 Pike SI 
 I 267 3341  
HELP WANTED 
The BG NEWS 
is accepting spoliations lor early 
a m delivery positions 
MUST have a car S Da dependable 
106 Uiyveraity Hal 372 2601 
MANAOEMENT POSITIONS AVAIL- 
ABLE WITH WENDY'S IN NE- 
BRASKA, MONTANA. ANO SOUTH 
DAKOTA. BACKGROUND IN MATH. 
BUSINESS. ANO FOOD SERVICES 
DESIRABLE. CAR-RELOCATING 
EXPENSES PROVIDED. 125,000 
PER YEAR. POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
FOR SENIORS AND GRAD STU- 
DENTS. TO ARRANGE AN INTER- 
VIEW FOR DEC   I, CALL JUDY IN 
CO—OP OFFICE 372-2481.  
OVERSEAS JOSS-Sumr 'year 
round. Europe. S. Amor.. lie. 
Asia.    All   Fields.    $f '0 
monthly.   Sightseeing. 
Write IJC Box 52-043 t 
Mar, CA 92625 
PART   TIME   CHILD   CARE 
neaponerMe. rJaparidalAi. rovmg par 
aon to care tor chad m my nnmv 
Neerjed Thurs s Fn 8.30-5 3u 
Dae   thru  May   For  interview  caa 
352-2192  
The BG News is accepting appaca- 
nona tor early A M dekveiy Dosrtxms 
MUST have a car S be dependable 
106 Unrvarsfty Hal 372 2801 
Srngte parson tor minor maintenance 
ave-in. low rent, no uMa plus cash 
Begin 2nd Semester, experienced 
only Cal eves M 352-8240 
FOR SALE 
Navy P-Coat Site 38 38C  Ike new 
beat offer 288-3228 after 5 30 
Stereo Maratrti RtR speakers Tech 
nrca turntable. Beat otter 288-3228 
after 5 30  
STEREO-TECrtNICS 35 WATT RE 
CEtVER ADC 5-BANO EQUALIZER 
MARANTZ-3—WAY    SPEAKERS 
$225 JIM 372-4358  
Technics receiver Sa 200. 30 watts- 
'channel Price Nagohabre Sony PS 
212 turntable Al controls outside, 
dveel drive Automatic-Price Negotia- 
ble Both m Exc Cond One yr old 
Cal sieve at 352-1B59 alter 5 pm 
vito Alto Sax, case. Selmer mouth 
pieces, fin* cond S37S Sony Com- 
pact Stereo,or>g S300. now only 
$135 Lady's X-Country Skis. 
poles, boots 7 I <2M. $75 Guitar. 8 
strmg. Itn* cond S25 352-7169 
5 PC. WHITE LUDWIO DRUM SET. 
TAUA HARDWARE. $000 382-2784. 
5 string harmony barao exc cond 
hard case $125 or bast otter Cal 
669-9199 lo leave message 
C F Martin auditorium guitar. Mahog- 
any, w case ■ ortg owner good 
cond Selmer Radial Trumpet saver 
plaled. concert quality - good cond 
Cal 354 1196 alter 9pm  
Yamaha Turntable and Receiver. HK 
cassette Synergrslics spkr Sharp 
cassette Al or separate Cal 'or mlo 
352-8369  
IBM Typewriter S reel-lo-reei tape 
recorder   Cal 372-2097 and 352 
5343  
Mobile Home lor sale Beautiful 2 
Ddrm . natural gas. 12 x 80. Land 
contract   possible    Cal   loday-352 
0544   $3.900 or past otter  
1975 Ford Mustang 
4 Spaed 4 Cylinder 
Asking $ 1500 cat anytime 
 454-5288  
12 in B a W TV - $30 1978 
Pontiac Ventura Halchbeck. auto- 
matic Economical 260 cu m engine 
good conation 352-7797  
Ladies 7 tv2 m Dexter Leather Boots 
ankle tagh. Lace up good shape 
Good Winter wear $15 00 352 
i "-i 
FOR RENT 
Leaving home w* give 1 '2 deposit 
1 bdr Furn   $195 Spr Smstr 352- 
1882  
Male Senior Grad Student Private 
and kitchen close to campus En- 
tianc*1 .l.ailanle ?nd sem .152 6043 
M. Rmmte. own Ddrm. own bath. 
turn. Apt. »I30 Imp Call 352-018. 
Room lor Rent Fum Room. Bath 
hitch laundry $125 mo IS mm 
Irom campus   Avail   Jan    1st   Cal 
352 4946 alter 5  
STOP IN FOR THE 1983-1984 
APARTMENT LISTING ITS NOT 
TOO EARLY TO START LOOKING 
WE WILL NOT BE SIGNING LEASES 
UNTIL NEXT SEMESTER  Cal New 
love Management 352-5620  
Charming 2 bdrm apt al order home, 
lurnrahed or uniumrshed  352-8880 
CLOSE TO CAMPUSi Duplex 2 
bdrm . 2nd Semester Cal Newlove 
Management before 5 pm 352- 
5820  
FREE HEATi 1 Ddrm den. k. UMty 
Rm 2nd Sam Cal Newlove manage 
merit before 5 pm for more into 
352-5820 
F Rnvwio Spr. $112.S0rmo: heat. 
fas. stove pd Close lo campus, call 
3S2-3S45. 
Towne House Apta 1006 N Grove 
St Semester $225mo plus gas a 
alec Newly painted S cleaned Good 
parking 353-589 
You owe it to yourself to check out 
Mid Am Manor a Charles Tower Apts 
cat 352 4380 Sun Thurs 10 30 
2 30 352-7361 Mon-Fn 5 00 
8 00 pm 
1 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS 
NICE AREA AVAIL IMMED CALL 
DAVID  1-382 3110 
2 bdrm apt • close lo campus • 
iiaHoaar- Jan Aug $320 mo l> 
dudaa heal cable water a laundry 
realties Col 352-1238 or 372 
2801   ask lor Eva 
t Female Rm needed Spring Sem 
Unrverslty VOage. 354-3121 
Must Rent Jan 83 1 Bdrm Apt 
185/mo Geslncl 4m St Cal Beth or 
Tim 354-1317 
Graduating Hi Dec . need 1-2 people 
to sublease elf apt Close lo cam- 
pus Cal 354 1184 
1 a 2 Bedroom Apts Avaeable 352 
3841 11 00-3 00 pm or 3541120 
attar 3 00 pm  
Vacancies tor 2nd semester houses 
apts . and eingie rooms lor male and 
female students Al near campus cal 
352-7365  
Grad students, professionals 
looking tor 2nd semester housing' 
Consider a luty furnished studio, l 
bedroom furnished or unlurmsheo 
apartment in Quart landscaped sur 
lOunOYngs fust 8 minutes Irom cam 
pus Located near two shopping 
centers Spring semester rental appa- 
cations are now being accepted Cal 
352-7245 or visit Lampsght Court 
Apartments. 995 South Main Street 
Forest Apartments Reasonable 
rates    John  Newlove   Real Estate 
354-2280 ot 352-8553  
STUDENTS S FACULTY 
We sta have some nice apartments 
avaaable Give us a cal lor al your 
housing needs NEWLOVE MAN 
AGEMENT 336 S Mam 352 5620 
WE HAVE A SELECT GROUP OF 1 
ANO 2 BDRM UNITS AVAIL FOR 
2ND SEMESTER FREE HEAT" AV 
AIL ON A FIRST COME BASIS Cal 
Newlove Mfahayjemenl 362-5620 
Month ol May FREE with Spring 
Semester sublease Clean I bdrm al 
utl   pd   $250'mo   Spa membership 
md CM 352-3083  
Spring semester rentals now aval 
able One and two bedroom apart- 
ments Convenient spacious 
Meedowvtaw Courts 352 1 i^o 
Trred ol roommstes7 Ensoy peace 8 
Quiet in our fury furnished studio apt 
sign up now lor 2nd semester ol lake 
advantage ol our Fal specials' Char 
mg Cross Apis    101 7 S   Main SI 
3520590  
We stO have vacant apt lor 2nd Sem 
1 a 2 bdrm Pets okay at some 
locations Good prices good serv 
ice   352 2267 days   alter 8. cat 
352 6992 or 352 0232  
Houses 8 apts close to campus lor 
the 1983 84 school year 
 1-267-3341  
1 8 2 bdrm apts 
Convenient,    spacious MeaOowview 
Courts 352 1195 
Gift ideas for the big at heart, poor in pocket. Page/2 
Wrap your friends in style with fashions for Winter '83. Page/3 
Preventing post-holiday-weigh-in-blues   with calorie   consciousness.    Page/9 
W Leisure • the Arts • Entertainment EEKENDER 
|Magazinel 
BG News photo/Patrick Sandor 
Dipping Into Chocolate 
Hundreds of pounds of chocolate and lots of love go into special 
gifts that just may make your mouth water. See how the creator of 
these delights turns her holiday home into a chocolate factory. 
Special Christmas tjition      December 3.  198? Page/6 
I Leisure | 
Gifts on a shoestring budget 
by Marcla Sloan 
It's that time of year again-the 
time when "What in the world am I 
foing to get for Johnny, Mary. Uncle 
red, Suzie Roommate, etc. is ut- 
tered as often as "Jingle Bells" is 
heard. And among college students, 
the "I can't afford Christmas" phrase 
mav even be more common-espe- 
ciafiy this year, with the economy is 
such poor shape. 
As hard to believe as it may be, 
(and an hour spent in your favorite 
department store will make it pretty 
hard to believe), gift-giving doesn't 
necessarily have to be a chore—nor 
does it have to break you up. 
The key to being on the "Who's Who 
Among Gift Giver's List" involves 
two basic steps: knowing what to give 
and where to shop. And, if you really 
want to be successful, the gift should 
somehow reflect the giver. 
For Joe-next-door, who has every- 
thing in life he ever asked for, don't 
waste your time, energy, and money 
by buying the obvious. He already has 
enough dress ties and aftershave to 
last a lifetime. Instead, give him 
something that is totally frivolous, or 
a personal service gift certificate. 
Some ideas in this area would be a 
certificate for five free back rubs, a 
homemade spaghetti dinner, two 
weeks of laundry, etc. If giving a gift 
tike that makes you feel inventive, but 
cheap, go ahead and satisfy your 
conventionality-wrap a tie around it, 
or dab aftershave on the certificate. 
If you are skilled at crafts, or are 
creative by nature , the possibilities 
are endless. Embroidering a pillow, 
water-coloring a favorite poem, or 
making a wooden candle holder are 
ideas. Don't worry if you've never 
Kicked up a needle and thread before- 
eginner's kits on needlepointing, em- 
broidery and other handicraft activ- 
ities are abundant at this time of year 
in craft and hobbie shops. 
Other favorites that are equally as 
welcome for the person who has ev- 
erything and for the poor souls who 
need everything, are homebaked 
goods. Pies, cookies, fudge, and rolls 
are always a welcome and warmly 
received (and eaten) gift idea. If you 
have a bit more money to spend, buy a 
small wicker basket, line with a deco- 
rative cloth napkin and place a bright 
bow on the handle for a festive holiday 
look. Inexpensive wicker can be found 
in most discount stores. 
Auctions and flea markets are great 
places to pick up next-to-new-but-a- 
whole-lot-more-affordable gifts (used 
fleas are fairly inexpensive) that re- 
flect ingenuity and practicality as 
well. Rocking chairs, china pieces, 
pictures, and other such items will not 
only save you money, but in many 
cases are more valuable than brand 
new "equivalents" at twice the price. 
And don't forget to roam 
Army/Navy Surplus stores, garage 
sales, church bazaars and rummage 
stores for a variety of used "trea- 
sures." Ninety-five percent of the 
items may be perfectly suited for 
"gag" gift-giving, but good bargains 
can be found if you're willing to dig to 
the bottom of boxes and spend a few 
hours washing or painting. 
HAVE A SWEATER GET TOGETHER FOR MISS J! 
Give her sweaters that can work as a team...coordinated in soft, feminine colors 
by Pronto. Comfortable in pure cotton knit...in natural with periwinkle blue or strawberry. 
Sized S-M-L in Miss J, our shop for young women. A. Striped boatneck pull-over, $34; 
B. Zip-front cardigan sweater jacket with raglan sleeves and rib trim, $48. 
Jacobsoris 
Open Thursdays and Fridays til 9.00 p.m 
Franklin Park. Toledo 
Fashion finds: 
Classic styles still make the best gift buys 
The man stands in the corner of the 
dimly lit room, his alabaster face 
revealing no sign of Christmas spirit. 
Yet his Frame tells it all. He is tall, 
hovering over six feet, and is draped 
in smooth grey trousers and a plaid 
flannel shirt. 
Over the shirt he wears a white 
Shetland sweater and a classic blue 
blazer with brass buttons. A knit scarf 
is wrapped around him, ostensibly to 
prevent him from dripping chic all 
over the carpet. 
Still, he says nothing. He must be 
bored, he must be deep, geez, he must 
be... a mannequin. 
Yes, the man with the glossy, white 
face is a mannequin in the men's 
department at Macy's. 139 S. Main 
St., and the message he projects is 
clear; for Christmas fashion ideas the 
word is classics. 
According to the saleswoman in the 
men's department there, the big sell- 
ers this year are the basics. Tweedy 
blazers with patched elbows over 
button-down shirts under snuggly 
sweaters. 
Sweats are also big business, proba- 
bly because the grey-day has seen it's 
heyday, and bright yellows, reds and 
royal blues and purples are the thing 
for lounging around the apartment or 
running around the track. 
Before you go out and spend $300 
like cologne, tennis balls and McDon- 
ald's gift certificates. Nothing wrong 
with that, iust don't waste too much 
time considering the tweed blazer. 
The gift range widens if you've 
relented to spending between $13 and 
$25. In this price range you can buy 
the physically inclined man-about- 
track a hooded canary-yellow sweat- 
"li the recipient of this fashion 
gift isn*t worth more than $12 
you1 re better off sticking with things 
like cologne, tennis balls and Mc- 
Donald's gift certificates." 
you don't have on the hot fashions for 
your roommate, brother, or a man 
you've dated for a week and a half, 
consider your budget. 
If the recipient of this fashion gift 
isn't worth more than $12 (or less?), 
you're better off sticking with things 
shirt (about $16), a hoodless shirt 
(about $12) or the pants to match for 
around $12. 
Also in this range are most button- 
down shirts, from conservative white 
to pin-stripe to pink. 
Polo shirts, interestingly enough, 
range greatly in price these days, 
depending on whose name you want 
on the label. Calvin Klein, for exam- 
ple, sells his for about $23, and come 
in an assortment of "off-beat"colors 
including mauve, khaki and peach. 
Brittania polo shirts, on the other 
hand, jump down to around $16, come 
in more standard colors and nave a 
little red, white and blue insignia 
where the alligator would be. 
Finally, for the man who doesn't 
want to be just another prep, the thing 
to do is wear the brightest, flashiest 
sweater with the perennial favorite- 
Levis. 
Good sweaters, made partly or to- 
tally of wool will run around $30, and 
its not a bad idea to opt for something 
with synthetic fibers in it so that the 
owner of the sweater won't have to 
hand wash. In all cases, look at the 
care instructions and match this with 
the conscientiousness of the owner, or 
the conscientiousness of the owner's 
mother. 
Levi blue jeans still run between $16 
and $25, depending on style and 
whether or not they are pre-washed. 
Women's fashions these days are 
effectively walking the thin line be- 
tween feminine and practical. For 
instance, pumps are in, but in a lower 
heel than the 1940's spike-style. Lucky 
for the off-campus trekker who still 
wants to wear a skirt from time to 
time. 
A word of warning here, though; its 
probably not a smart idea to buy 
pumps or any other shoes for that 
matter, unless your sister or be- 
trothed has such a predictably stan- 
dard pair of feet that there will be no 
question as to their size. Finding the 
perfect pair of shoes is hard enough 
when one's own foot is trying on the 
glass slipper, so to speak. 
Again, if you want to spend under 
$10 or $12, cologne is a good choice. 
What's popular in perfume isn't as 
important as how much it matches 
the personality of the wearer. Scents 
can be categorized in several ways: 
there are flowery (romantic) scents, 
spicy (sporty) scents and musks (sen- 
suous) scents. If you don't know the 
person you're buying the gift for well 
enough to decide which category she 
fits into, buy something else. 
Most importantly, when you are 
deciding on a cologne, use the tester 
bottle and spray some on yourself, 
then walk around for 10 or 15 minutes 
at least. Some of the most popular 
perfumes have a remarkable way of 
turning obnoxious when mixed with 
human chemistry. 
For $13 and up, the trends are 
toward accessories; bar pins, silk 
scarves, big, elegant, shiny jewelry- 
these ail top off whst women are 
wearing most today, and that happens 
to be very feminine blouses. Laces, 
Victorian collars and billowy dolman 
sleeves are what's being juxtaposed 
against the emancipated, educated 
woman. 
(Its tempting to do psychological 
research about why the sign of liber- 
ation in the 'Sixties was burning the 
bra, and now it is finding the laciest 
black one on the market. We'll just 
accept the fact, however, that women 
like feminine things these days.) 
You can get away with spending $25 
to $40 on a silky, white blouse if you're 
willing to give up the top designer 
names. For instance, a Liz Claiborne 
pleated blouse runs about $65, but the 
same blouse in a lesser known name 
can bought for around $30. Sometimes 
the difference is in detailing, but if 
you check the garment for construc- 
tion and it looks okay, there's no real 
need for a designer name. 
Another good clue for buying wom- 
en's fashion gifts is this: the trendier 
the clothing, the less you should invest 
in it. For instance, in a year or two, 
we may be back to flannel shirts and 
army jackets, and an ultra-feminine 
blouse may be a dated look. For 
blazers, wool skirts, classic blouses 
(things that simply will always have a 
place in a woman's closet) feel free to 
spend upward of $50. 
So you've looked and looked and 
can't figure out what to buy her. The 
answer that probably won't be wrong 
very often is, as it is for men, the 
oxford-cloth shirt. These little num- 
bers come in so many colors and 
combinations of stripes these days, 
and can be worn with so many things, 
that the hardest thing about buying 
them will be deciding what size to get. 
As for spending money on them, 
though, the top price is usually $20 
and you definitely can get them tor 
less. The Sears catalogue, for exam- 
ple, lists them at $15 and gives you the 
choice of regular and tallsizes. Many 
small stores in malls, too, are having 
sales on these kinds of things. 
In fact, what differentiates this 
Christmas season from last is that 
there are so many sales, that its 
almost ridiculous to buy anything at 
regular price unless you're trying to 
impress someone. In that case... ac- 
cidentally leave the price tag on the 
item. 
Junior Carolyn Davis and senior Gary Baltistoni model 
some Winter fashions at Macy's department store. 
Story by Karen Sandstrom 
Photo by Patrick Sandor 
Bringing that holiday feeling to campus 
Dorms don holiday decor 
"The top of your thresh 
hold is the ideal location for 
mistletoe, since most people 
who come to visit have to pass 
through the doorway... still 
others have kept the mistletoe 
handy and carried it with 
them, just in case...." 
With temperatures near 70 degrees 
and people walking around in shirt 
sleeves, it is rather difficult to get in 
the Christmas spirit in northwest 
Ohio. Even watching a favorite 
Christmas special, "Rudolph the red- 
nosed reindeer," didn't help. Sadly 
you look around your small dorm 
room at the various posters of rock 
stars. It suddenly hits you-you need 
decorations! 
Before vou begin to "deck the halls 
with boughs of holly," you should first 
find out what decorations are per- 
mitted in the residence halls. Accord- 
ing to decoration safety guidelines 
issued by the Office of Environmental 
Safety, Christmas trees and lighted 
candles are not allowed in student 
rooms. Any wall decorations like 
crepe paper or paper portraits of 
Santa must be flameproof, fire resis- 
tant and non-combustible. 
lights must have labels from Un- 
derwriters Laboratories Inc. or Ca- 
nadian Standards Association. Crepe 
paper or other materials cannot be 
wrapped around lights. No decora- 
tions may be hung from the ceilings or 
placed in rooms if they will interfere 
with safe passage or evacuation, 
according to the guidelines. 
Don't let these regulations get you 
down. There are still ways to decorate 
your room without breaking any 
rules. • 
If you were one of those resourceful 
types who spent their Thanksgiving 
break digging through the attic for 
decorations, you probably returned to 
school with several strings of lights, 
Sarland, icicles and a few cardboard 
t. Nick's to replace the Who poster 
that ripped during your last party. 
But if you are like the majority of 
college students who spent the past 
holiday glued to college football or 
fighting the crowds at the shopping 
malls, your Christmas decorations 
are still at home, ISO miles away. 
There are ways to decorate your 
room without blinking lights, how- 
ever. Below are a few suggestions: 
1. Wrap your door in Christmas 
paper. This is a common practice but 
you can make your door as original as 
you like. A roll of gift wrap can be 
purchased from the bookstore for 
under $2. 
Z. Paint your door with a famous 
cartoon character or a scene from 
your favorite Christmas carol. Some 
popular door creatures include Ziggy, 
Mickey Mouse and jolly old St. Nick. 
When painting a door, be sure to use 
water-base paints. For easy removal 
after the holidays, mix liquid soap 
(such as dish detergent) with the 
paints when applying them to the 
door. 
3. To combat the lack of white stuff 
that should be on the ground by now, a 
can of spray snow and some stencils 
will help decorate a window or two. 
Two warnings must be given here. If 
you have a crude friend or roommate, 
you may find a few expletives written 
in the snow and if you get in any of 
those famous shaving cream fights, 
someone may decide you would make 
a great Frosty the Snowman. 
4. Construction paper can be used 
for all types of decorations. One stu- 
dent once made a six foot construction 
paper Christmas tree for her wall and 
decorated it as if it were real. White 
construction paper can be used to 
make paper snowflakes. 
5. If you brought lights from home, 
stringing them around a window will 
give your room that added holiday 
atmosphere. When stringing lights, be 
sure to check all sets for bare wires, 
worn insulation, damaged or broken 
plugs and loose sockets. Also make 
sure sockets are not overloaded. Do 
not leave lighting unattended or on all 
night while sleeping. 
(. If you just can't do without the 
familiar scent of the Christmas tree, 
canned pine scent can be purchased 
from your local discount store. 
7. For the romantic students, mis- 
tletoe is a must. Real mistletoe can be 
purchased at a flower shop and artifi- 
cial mistletoe can be found at a 
drugstore or discount store. The top of 
iour thresh hold is the ideal location 
or mistletoe, since most people who 
come to visit have to pass through the 
doorway. However, if you desire more 
privacy, a location inside the room 
can be found. Still others have just 
kept the mistletoe handy and carried 
it with them, just in case.... 
8. A poinsettia plant can also add a 
little Christmas cheer to a small resi- 
dence hall room. This should only be 
bought by those who have somewhat 
of a green thumb or at least know 
when to water the plant. 
9. Silver and gold garland can be 
wrapped around just about anything, 
from your bedposts to your room- 
mate's neck. However, tinsel, 
whether it is in the form of garland or 
icicles, can shed and a vacuum 
cleaner will be a clean up necessity. 
10. If your budget is really tight, old 
Christmas cards can be hung on doors 
or inside the room to give you some 
idea that Christmas is not tar away. 
Or you could make Christmas stock- 
ings out of your socks, although you 
better have a lot of socks for this one. 
If you feel uncomfortable decorat- 
ing your room for Christmas in near- 
70 degree weather, there's only sug- 
gestion left: Pray for snow. 
Guidelines for gift etiquette 
by Karen Sanditrom 
and Joanne Veto 
A mermaid with a clock in her 
stomache. A handcrafted replica of 
the Battle of Gettysburg. A book of 
Richard Nixon commemorative 
stamps. And everybody's favorite, a 
monogrammed toilet seat cover. 
Okay, so you didn't exactly squeal 
with delight when you opened Aunt 
Gertrude's Christmas gift last year. 
Just in case you were grounded until 
your thirtieth birthday because of 
your reaction, here are some tips on 
gift-giving and getting etiquette. 
Mandatory gifts: Grandparents, 
godparents and great aunts all fall 
into this category. It doesn't matter 
what you buy for these people, be- 
cause it's mandatory for them to love 
it. 
Duplicate gifts: Let's face it, keep- 
ing both is too Eagle Scout. Remem- 
ber, someone spent a lot of time 
picking out the gift, so be polite and 
courteous when you ask for the sales 
receipt to return it. Phrases like "not 
another one of these," "do I have to 
keep this" and "now I have a lifetime 
supply" are taboo. 
Embarrassing gifts: Never open a 
gift from your boy/girl friend in front 
of your parents. This is guaranteed to 
be traumatic if he/she is inclined 
toward purchasing intimate apparel. 
On the other hand, if you KNOW your 
parents have gotten you a lifetime 
subscription to Weight Watchers 
magazine, don't open it in front of 
anyone who respects you. 
Insulting, or "in-your-face,"gifts: 
You know the kind. Your boyfriend 
buys you a shirt too big for a seasoned 
weight lifter. Or your best friends 
insist on giving you toothbrushes, 
deodorant, Dr. Scholl's Odor Eaters 
and one-way bus tickets. It's best to 
keep smiling, then ask yourself later 
if you should choose less critical 
friends. 
Better luck next year gifts: Admit 
it. When the only place left to look is 
the kitchen cupboard, you can bet 
Mom and Dad bagged the Camaro 
again this year. Submerse your face 
in warm water until the pained ex- 
Cression relaxes, then return jovially 
i the family festivities. 
Sibling gifts: These are gifts your 
younger brother or sister made in an 
»»»»»i>»n«'i»'nn»rMrM%«B»ti»iMi»i»"»a» 
elementary school art class. Michelob 
bottle flower vases, complete with 
masking tape surfaces and painted in 
Crayola-red or necklaces of contact 
paper wrapped around linked paper 
clips should be cherished always. Or 
at least until you leave the house. 
Mystery gifts: Is it bigger than a 
bread box? Can you describe it in 
three words or less? If not, then you 
have just received a mystery gift; 
those tantalizing items you can never 
Suite figure out what to do with, 
ccept graciously, then use it as a 
paperweight. 
Recycled gifts: Your first clue that 
this gift has made the rounds is if it's 
dated. For example, you receive a 
"Christmas 1977" ornament in a 
ripped box. Or you mistake a bottle of 
Aniline for grain alcohol. Don't 
•ow it at the giver; your best re- 
venge is to keep it and return the 
favor next year. 
Rip-off gjfts: Yqur brother is hold- 
ing the keys to his new Harley. Your 
sister is smothered in mink. You, on 
the other hand, are opening socks, a 
tie and December's Reader's Digest 
Condensed Book. You have been 
ripped off. Vow to get even by holding 
the fruitcake for ransom and threat- 
ening to short the Christmas lights. 
We all get caught without afgift for 
someone we never thought-would buy 
us one. There are two solutions to this 
sticky situation: be honest and ex- 
plain that you never thought they 
would buy you a gift or lie and tell 
them you ordered something scrump- 
tious from L. L. Bean and it hasn't 
arrived. The first solution will result 
in never seeing a gift from them 
again. The second will probably guar- 
antee that you will eventually spend 
more money on them than they did on 
you. 
There are a few other problems we 
might mention. For instance, every- 
one forgets to remove the price tag 
before wrapping the gift. As you 
watch Cousin Clara unveil the silk 
scarf you bought for her, and see the 
price tag dangling off the end, don't 
panic. Calmly scream "Look!!! The 
tree's on fire!!!!!!" While the house 
is all a-frenzy, tear the scarf out of 
Clara's hands and bite off the tag. 
While these problems won't ruin 
your holiday, they do make the season 
a little more interesting. Gift eti- 
quette should be practiced in the 
truest Christmas "spirit." 
Another glass of eggnog, please. 
UPER HOLIDAY SAVINGS, 
START YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING NOW AT 
THE FALCON HOUSE 
i 
"ADDIDASLOOK"! 
Warm-up suits 
$59.95 
values to $80 
$5.00 OFFJi3^ 
ALL |*^T-SH 
nn#l i Athletic Shoesj 
I    Exc. Wrestling Shoesj 
L___-r 1 
SUB V RUNNII 
'RUNNING SUITS $59.95 
I   SAVfcSIO.OO J , i 
-SHIRTSi 
and 
SHORTS i 
25%off|' 
HRISTMAS 
SALE 
■ SHORTS AND TOPS!, 
SAVE200.       \ 
SUBV 
SWEAT SUITS      \BCFEIOH\ 
Pull-over $11.95 I 
Pants $8.95 20 % off 
SAVE S5.00 per set! 
I 
.Racquetball 
RACQUETS 
CONVERSE 
GYM BAGS 
25% OFF 
QtOnVERSE 
Shop THE FALCON HOUSE for 
Christmas gift ideas for the 
active person on your list 
Special Holiday hours MONDAY and FRIDAY til 9:00 PM 
WEEKDAYS t»6:OOPM 
SATURDAY til 5:OOPM 
•OPEN TONIGHT TIL 9:00 pen SALE ENDS SATURDAY 
FALCON HOUSE 
Twr I—M$ Shorn I Spomwor Htadquarftt MIC" 
140 E. Wooster Ph. 352-3610 
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She may not be Willy 
Wonka, but chocolate has 
been in Emily Guion's fam- 
ily for 50 years. 
Story by Joanne Veto 
Photos by Patrick Sandor 
Emily Guion's home is a chocolate lover's nirvana. 
Mrs. Guion and her family have been making Christmas chocolates for 
more than SO years. For the last 15 of those years, Mrs. Guion has lead the 
family operation from the basement of her Haskins Road home. 
"We could never move. We have a six bedroom house and everybody's 
gone now, but we could never move. Where would we make the candy?" 
she asks. 
Where would they. Indeed. Following Guion through her home is like 
beginning a journey into the secret world of chocolate. 
Snuggled in her basement is everything a confectioner needs: stove, 
refrigerator, counters, a marble-topped slab table, four card tables and 
twelve ingredient-filled shelves that double for candy storage. 
Guion said she starts the chocolate-making process in September when 
she calls the Nestle company to place her order. This year she ordered 1400 
pounds for herself and for friends who also make candy. Guion expects to 
make about 130 pounds of candy from the 65 pounds of chocolate she 
ordered herself. The chocolate retails for SI.75 a pound, but Guion doesn't 
keep a running tally of how much she spends. 
"These are our Christmas gifts. How can you put a price tag on 
Christmas," she asks. Obviously. All the candy she makes is donated or 
given as presents. Mrs. Guion says even the paper boy gets some of the 
spoils. 
Believe me, that is a lot of candy and all of it is temptingly displayed right 
there in her basement. 
Just to give you a better understanding of what It was like to sit there for 
an hour staring at all this candy, imagine those four card tables crammed 
with cream-filled chocolates, each piece staring luringly back at you. 
In front of you is a table lined with hand-dipped caramels and across 
from them are chocolate-covered toffees. Along the left wall are six shelves 
stocked with two-pound boxes overflowing with these homemade delights. 
On the table next to them are a dozen stock boxes.... 
Get the picture? 
Having all that chocolate around hasn't made Mrs. Guion immune: even 
she submits to temptation from time to time. 
"You have a professional feeling to see what tastes good," she says. 
"You need to try more than one piece of every flavor." 
Her husband Bob agrees. He's a bit more subtle, though. Coming 
downstairs to look for a "lost" phone number, he sneaks a piece of fudge 
on his way back upstairs. 
The Guions make every kind of chocolates imaginable: fudge, toffees, 
cream filled, caramels, peanut clusters, caramel crunch and, of course, 
chocolate-covercd-cherries. All displayed right there in front of me. But 
how did it get there? 
Guion says the family s'arts making the candies the day after Thanksgiv- 
ing. This year they made 60 pounds Friday and 50 pounds Saturday. 
"If an out-of-town guest comes, we put them to work. We've just got to 
do it," she says. 
Everything is hand-dipped and I do mean HAND-dipped. Guion pours 
the melted chocolate onto a cookie sheet, dips each piece of candy Into the 
chocolate mess and places the finished product on a cookie sheet to 
harden. 
Toffees are a little more demanding. It has to be "scored": placed on a 
cookie sheet when it's warm and sliced into squares: It will be easier to 
break after it's cooled. If a finished product is less than perfect, it is 
banished to what Guion calls the "boneyard"-a corner of the table for 
orphaned chocolates. 
I would have settled for a quarter pound of even those pathetic little 
rejects, but how could I have tactfully asked? Perhaps I could volunteer to 
replace one of the lucky recipients of those chocolates. 
Do you think I could get a job delivering the "Sentinel Tribune?" 
lpper 
(far right) Emily Guion makes a name for herself with homemade 
chocolate candy. (top)Pam Guion ladles melted chocolate onto a cookie 
sheet for toffee dipping. (above)Oippinq each piece by hand is what makes 
Mrs Guion's candy so distinctive. 
Stay fit during Christmas 
NEW YORK (AP) - Many people 
can count on receiving jogging equip- 
ment for Christmas, as the fitness 
craze in the country continues. But 
with Christmas comes winter, and 
many habitual or potential joggers 
may find themselves cowering from 
the weather. 
While jogging and running have 
become a popular means of physical 
fitness for millions of Americans, 
winter's plummeting temperatures, 
§usty winds, snow and ice often cause 
iese exercise .buffs to stow away 
their sneakers and sweatsuits until 
spring. 
But things don't have to be that way 
if a few precautions are taken, says 
Kathrine Switzer. the first woman to 
officially run in the Boston Marathon 
and now the director of Sports Pro- 
grams for Avon Products Inc. 
"Joggers should realize that the 
hardest part of running in the winter 
is opening the door and stepping out- 
side," says Ms. Switzer, who is also 
considered the person most responsi- 
ble for getting the women's marathon 
included in the 1984 Summer Olym- 
pics in Los Angeles. 
According to Ms. Switzer, the key to 
running in the winter - and enjoying it 
- is proper preparation. First, she 
recommends   that   joggers   dress 
lightly. 
"Many people have the misconcep- 
tion that they need a lot of heavy 
clothing when they run in the winter, 
but that's not true. What they really 
need is layers of clothes. The layering 
traps warmth." 
Her own winter running gear gener- 
ally consists of ballet tights (men can 
substitute knee socks or long under- 
wear), sweatpants, a long-sleeved 
cotton turtleneck, a sweatsuit jacket, 
a light nylon windbreaker. gloves, a 
hat and rubber-treaded running 
shoes. 
3 DAY SALE 
Friday - Saturday - Sunday 
SAVE 20 % - 40 % OFF 
JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR 
"The hat and gloves are the most 
important elements of the outfit," Ms. 
Switzer says. "The hat is essential 
because more than 30 percent of your 
body heat is lost through your head, 
while the gloves are critical since 
your fingers are particularly suscept- 
ible to frostbite.'' 
Ms. Switzer advises all runners to 
prepare their bodies for the cold by 
performing indoor warm-up calisthe- 
nics for about 15 minutes before a 
workout. These exercises should in- 
clude stretching to loosen muscles 
and tendons, sit-ups with knees bent 
and jumping jacks.  
Shetland Sweaters by Pandora. 
Yellow, Pink, Light Blue, Red, 
Green, Navy 
FreeMonogramming.   S.M.L. 
Orig. $18 Sole $15. 
Save 20-30% on Designer 
Denim Jeans by Jordache. 
Calvin Klein, Chic, Sasson 
Reg. $1939. 
Save 20% on Oxford Shirts 
in Solids, Stripes, White, Pink, 
Blue, Yellow 
sizes 5-13. 
Reg $17-19 Sale $13.60 15.20. 
Save 33% Off Lee Denim 
Jeans 
basic 5 pocket styles 
Sizes 5-13.       Reg. $29-37 
Woven plaid shirts by Gant. 
Special Purchase. 
Sizes 5-13 
$19.99 
20-.40% Off Entire Stock 
Novelty Sweaters 
Choose from rag wool, acrylic, 
wool, blends. 
Many Styles, S.M.L. 
Reg. $16-43. 
Velour Tops. 
Stripes and Solids 
S.M.L. 
Orig. $26 Sale $15 
Save 25-30% Off Entire Stock 
Corduroy Jeans by 
Chic, Sasson, Klein 
grey, camel, burgundy, blue, black. 
Reg. $34-39 
Save 25-30% Off Entire Stock 
Corduroy Pants by Palmetto 
Red, Camel, Lavender, Pink, Cream 
Reg.$34-39. 
Save 25% Off Entire Stock 
ESPRIT Sportswear 
Choose from pants, sweaters, skirts. 
Reg. $26-52. 
SKI 
BLUE MOUNTAIN 
...Ski with the people 
that know whore to go. 
Meeting Tues. Dec. 7 et 8:30 p.mJJ 
070 Overman 
$20 Deposit Due 
"«* »*» Info: 354 1053 
Friday   Saturday 
9:45 - 9:00 
Sunday 12-5. 
macys 
Look What's 
Happening 
This Weekend 
MILTON'S 
Friday 
Our Usual 2 4 I trom 5 2 / 
FREE APPETIZERS *• 
Willie Mill* and The Airheads 
Saturday 
Amy vs Navy on Large Sated 1V 
all Ihe lacos you can ear lot s I 2"i 11:30 pnu 
Sunday 
Sunday Morning Buffet 
S4 11:00-2:00 
/I PI.:' 
Al 12 JO NFL Football on cur large screen TV 
At Milton's 
Monday  More   Football   More 
Appetizers More Fun 
Come to where the action Is 
The Parrot and The Peacock 
and 
Milton's On Main 
104 S. Main St. 354 1232 
Count down this Christmas 
by Julie Thornton 
For all you weight watchers out 
there, that cruel and inhumane pe- 
riod-the holiday season-is here. It's 
the time of year when every no-no in 
your diet book sits in mass quantities 
on the dining room table screaming 
your name and when those visions of 
sugarplums make every wakeful hour 
a nightmare. 
If you're a calorie conscious person 
who spends a great deal of time on the 
scale watching your weight go up and 
down, you're only going to see it go up 
and up and up if you're not careful in 
your consumption of food and alcohol 
during the season. 
For instance, everyone's favorite- 
egg nog-has 340 calories. No, that's 
not the entire punch bowl either. 
That's one punch cup-full. If it is any 
consolation to you, egg nog is high in 
protein and vitamins. Ana that large 
Cce of pumpkin pie without the whip 
ping? Count on hauling around 315 
more calories. Not into pumpkin, 
huh? Okay, mince-meat has 435 and 
cherry 420. Perhaps you should de- 
velop a taste for pumpkin? 
According to Anne Dunitace, leader 
trainer at Weight Watchers Inc. of 
Toledo, 2200 Alexis Rd., if you can get 
a handle on your eating habits now, 
you'll be way ahead of all the people 
stuffing it in and blowing up like 
balloons. 
Dunitace suggests you try to stick to 
three regular-sized portion meals per 
day and if you're going to a party, to 
"eat something before so you're not 
ravenous and spending all your time 
at the hors d'oeuvre table." 
Millicent Deoliveria, assistant pro- 
fessor in the School of Home Econom- 
ics and a specialist in dietetics, also 
suggests you eat something before 
you go to a party so you're not hungry 
when you arrive. She compared this 
to going to the grocery stuffed so you 
don't buy everything on the shelves. 
Deoliveria said that she thinks a 
person's highest calorie intake during 
the holiday season is from alcoholic 
beverages. 
She makes a good point if you 
consider the average holiday drinker 
and the fact that one jigger of whiskey 
(rye) has 105 calories, one highball 
has 170 calories and one cocktail size 
Tom Collins has 180 calories. Deolive- 
ria's solution to the high-calorie con- 
tent of alcoholic beverages is "to not 
inbibe." Ho-ho-hum. 
As for the traditional holiday din- 
ners, Deoliveria says white turkey 
meat is less fattening than dark, and 
vegetables are less fattening than 
candied yams and mashed potatoes. 
Calorie intake for some of the tradi- 
tional holiday dinner foods include: 
one-half cup of mashed potatoes-95 
calories, one-half cup of noodles-100 
calories, one medium slice of white- 
meat turkey-70 calories, one medium- 
sized hard roll-160 calories and one- 
half cup of corn-70 calories. 
"Don't pinch off roasty toasty skin" 
from the bird, she says, "and then 
watch the gravy, the stuffing...." 
You haven't forgot about that scale, 
have you? 
Both Deoliveria and Dunitace say to 
rest awhile after you eat, and then 
take a walk or, at the very least, do 
something a bit more strenuous then 
going to the kitchen to see what else 
there is to eat. 
Laying down to nap after dinner is 
like the Jiboia snake in Brazil who has 
eaten way too much dinner and then 
has to sleep a week, Deoliveria says. 
Everything is contradicated if you do 
this, she adds. In Brazil they 11 call 
you Jiboiando. In America they'll call 
you lazy. 
Deoliveria says that in a way it is a 
lost cause during the holidays to 
watch your weight if you haven't been 
doing it the rest of the year. But if you 
do without the whip cream on the pie, 
make your own egg nog out of low-fat 
milk, only choose one selection from 
the pastry table, watch your portions 
and take some walks after dinners, 
you'll be less apt to come out being 
twice the size in January that you are 
now, she says. 
Holiday Calorie Counter 
It really doesn't matter if you're a conscious calorie 
counter or not. The Holiday season brings wishes of 
good cheer, happiness and health. It also brings a few 
extra pounds. To help'you fight off that potential 
extra weight or make your New Year's resolution a little 
less difficult to achieve, we've compiled a list of the 
most popular Christmas delectables and their respective 
calories: 
Turkey 70 
Mashed potatoes 95 
Stuffing 135 
Cranberry sauce  30 
Candied yams  95 
Rolls 160 
Biscuits 130 
Egg nogg 340 
Tom Collins 180 
Candy  80 
Pumpkin pie 315 
Mincemeat pie 435 
Cookies    25 
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Starship's evolution progressing 
by Tracy Collins 
Over their 16-year history, Jeffer- 
son Starship has changed more from 
album to album than any other major 
recording group; thus, Winds of 
Change is an appropriate title for 
their current release, which looks to 
be one of the best buys of the holiday 
album releases. 
This album is the most accom- 
plished of the band's releases in terms 
of gaining a smooth complement of 
singers. Starship (or "Airplane," it's 
former name) has always played 
"rotating vocalists." 
The band originally featured just 
Marty Balin in the mid-'60s, but soon 
added Grace Slick. It became Balin 
and Slick until the early 70s, when it 
became just Slick, then Balin and 
Slick again, before they both quit in 
1978. 
THE LAST STARSHIP album with 
that duo was Earth, and that album 
showed such inconsistency in vocals 
that the impending breakup may have 
been the best thing that could happen 
to the band at the time. Balin's soft 
love ballads would be followed imme- 
diately Slick's blues or rock numbers, 
and the album lacked coherency. 
But in 1979, Starship released Free- 
dom at Point Zero with former Elvin 
Bishop lead singer Mickey Thomas 
handling the singing, and the tran- 
sition was flawless. One of the selling 
points of the transition was that 
Thomas could handle the old Starship 
songs that Slick sang - singing them 
in the same key as Slick. 
Still, the group seemed to lack the 
character that Grace Slick added, but 
she returned to the group with the 
release of the album Modem Times in 
1981, although - disappointingly - her 
role was almost strictly as a backup. 
THE TRANSITION is completed, 
though, with Winds of Change, as 
Slick and Thomas handle a balanced 
number of solo efforts, as well as 
combining for duets throughout the 
album. 
"The band is going through a lot of 
changes right now - the world is going 
through a lot of changes," rhythm 
guitarist Paul Kantner said in a re- 
cent radio interview with him, Slick 
and lead guitarist Craig Chaquico 
(Cha-KEES-o). "We've always sort of 
reflected the world; sometimes the 
turmoil of the world, sometimes the 
peace of the world, sometimes the 
idealic naivete of the world. Right 
now I thinks it's a chaotic place that 
needs strength." 
The strength given to the band 
comes in the great compatability be- 
tween the voices of Slick and Thomas. 
Slick   apparently    possesses   the 
stronger and more forceful voices of 
the two, while Thomas is able to show 
great range in his vocals. 
"There are two different types of 
voices happening," Slick said. ''Mick- 
ey's voice is pure - he's a pure singer. 
In other words, he does the love songs 
and I do the attitude songs, because I 
have more of an attitude way of 
approaching it and his is more of a 
pure vocal sound." 
NO WHERE IS the pleasant con- 
trast and compatability between the 
two voices more evident than in the 
song "Quit Wasting Time," written by 
bassist Pete Sears and his wife Jean- 
nette. In that number, both singers 
have solo parts backed only by upbeat 
drumming. 
It is a song that can be carried only 
by strong vocals which can make it 
without the shield of background mu- 
sic. Slick and Thomas pass this test 
easily, and make the listener fully 
appreciate the consistency in- their 
voices. 
Slick effectively retains her reputa- 
tion as being somewhat "hardcore" in 
the rock scene in this album. 
Throughout the history of Starship, 
the male vocalist has always been the 
one to sing the love ballads, with Slick 
providing the rock. On Winds of 
Change, Slick even manages to exert 
that difference within the same song - 
"Can't Find Love." Thomas sings a 
solo until the last 40 seconds of the 
song, in which Slick comes in to sing a 
solo piece with some of her more base 
language - shattering the facade of 
Thomas' love song 
"She (Slick) is really sweet person 
in person, - but you would never know 
it from watching her perform 
onstage," Chaquico said. "She really 
likes to exaggerate that dark side of 
the force. To personify the Black 
Widow in a sinister situation - seduc- 
ing the male then eating him af- 
terwards - she really got into that, 
and she wrote all the lyrics for it." 
Finally, in also sticking with a Jef- 
ferson Starship tradition, the album 
contains a protest song written by 
Kantner, entitled "I Came Back 
From The Jaws of the Dragon," in 
which he attacks the misleading and 
panic inducing tactics of President 
Reagan. Included in this song is a 
strong line cynically referring to Rea- 
gan's preoccupation with supporting 
a war in Nicaragua despite the appar- 
ent lack of public support. 
When Slick first came back, and it 
appeared that Jefferson Starship was 
on a return to normalcy. Now that the 
band has established an identity, it 
appears that Jefferson Starship will 
be better than ever. Buy Winds of 
Change for Christmas. 
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Happy Holidays 
From the Weekender Staff 
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